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The report describes RAK Ceramics’ performance in managing operations and corporate social responsibility issues in sustainable manner. The report covers 
RAK Ceramics’ 2013 performance covering its operations at the headquarters in the United Arab Emirates, presenting its sustainability performance, progress, 
achievements and challenges [G4-17]. Financial statements included in the report refer to RAK Ceramics PSC. Impacts of any activities undertaken by our 
shareholders do not form part of this report [G4-17]. Our self-assessment against the G4 guidelines is provided towards the end of this report. No external 
assurance has been taken for preparing this report. [G4-33]. 

The report covers the calendar year 2013 [G4-28] and includes RAK Ceramics and its joint ventures. RAK Ceramics produces its Sustainability & CSR Report 
annually [G4-30] which is updated on company’s corporate website http://www.rakceramics.com/csr/G4_Report_2013.pdf [G4-31]. RAK Ceramics’ 
last CSR & Sustainability Report was produced in the year 2013 (for the sustainability performance of the year 2012) [G4 -29].

The content of the report is guided by GRI-G4 guidelines. For its 2013 Corporate Social Responsibility and Sustainability Report, RAK Ceramics has created a 
sustainability framework that captures the company’s key sustainability issues categorized under the headings of Economic, Social and Environmental Sustainability 
as well as the issues that would substantively influence the assessments and decisions made by the company’s stakeholders[G4-20]. This report targets a wide range 
of stakeholders with varying levels of awareness of sustainability. We have identified and considered the key stakeholders and have outlined in the report how the 
company engages with them, identifies their priorities and responds.  We have considered global trends in sustainability for the ceramic industry and have also taken 
into account the regional and local contexts of our operations.  Further, the report highlights the company’s achievements, contributions and strategies for the 
future.  [G4-18, 23]

The various aspects mentioned in the G4 guidelines and the sector specific guidelines were evaluated and considered material based on their significance to our 
business operations and to our stakeholders in accordance with the G4 Reporting Guidelines and Implementation Manual issued by GRI. Below are the material 
aspects so identified:  [G4-20, 21]    

This report is prepared based on requirements for ‘core reporting’. Towards the end of the 
report; the GRI Index has been inserted to enable easy referencing for the reader against the 
GRI reporting requirements. The report is self-assessed by RAK Ceramics and not externally 
assured. [G4-31] 

A core team was formed within Marketing and Corporate Communications (MARCOM) 
department who are responsible for producing the Sustainability Report. The core team is aligned 
with key members of each department to collect data. The reporting process began by involving 
the top management and getting consensus to the importance of GRI-based sustainability report 
followed by involving various stakeholders including shareholders and members of the board. 
The stakeholders and top management were aligned to share with core team the strategic data 
and information with complete transparency to be declared in the report. Initially the data was 
collected from the top management on topics covering Governance, Corporate Commitments 
and Engagement, Economic parameters with inputs from various stakeholders. 

The next stage began with the data collection on various Social aspects in coordination with 
the Human Resource, MARCOM and HSSE departments while the data on Environment was 
collected from Production, Technical and Purchase departments simultaneously. After the data 
was collected on all relevant GRI indicators, the report parameters and organizational profile 
was included in the report using the company profile information. On completion of the report, 
the shareholders would use the report to show how RAK Ceramics conducts business in a 
sustainable manner, the finance department would use the report to pitch to the investors and 
the sales and marketing department will share this report with trade partners and customers to 
create awareness on sustainability and green building solutions. Overall the report will elevate 
RAK Ceramics’ brand image in different markets as it clearly indicates the company’s commitment 
towards corporate governance, transparency and sustainable business plans. [G4-18]

ABOUT THIS REPORT

SUSTAINABILITY 
MANAGEMENT

ECONOMICAL

ENVIRONMENTAL SOCIAL
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The process involved the combined efforts of all the departments to collect the qualitative and quantitative data required that shows the level of sustainability and transparency in the company’s functions and 
operations. The information for this report comes from several sources including internal records and management systems and performance databases.

RAK Ceramics has attempted to make this report as complete as possible. Major challenges that surfaced during the reporting period were that this report was the company’s first Sustainability Report based on 
G4 guidelines; lack of complete understanding by various individuals of the actual requirements of different parameters of the report; tight schedule of the company employees; end of the financial year; pending 
data from overseas branches etc. Other limitations have been identified in the scope of the data; it has been stated in the report within the relevant context. The report includes certain data sets that have been 
restated from previous years because of improvements to our data-collection systems or changes to our business, with being each case marked clearly [G4-22]. The report includes financial results and dividends 
announced during the Annual General Meeting (17 April 2014). 

The report seeks to demonstrate transparency, presenting achievements while also highlighting the areas in which RAK Ceramics believes there is an opportunity to improve. Whilst significant effort remains on 
our reporting departments to improve their data collection practices, RAK Ceramics is making year-on-year improvements in ensuring the accuracy and reliability of the data that we report in our annual CSR 
and Sustainability Reports. RAK Ceramics has strived to make the report easily understandable for the readers.

STAKEHOldER ENGAGEMENT [G4-24, 25, 26 &27]

Key stakeholders were identified and continuously engaged throughout the process of developing this report. The information reported in each of the core areas is based on feedback that we received from 
internal and external stakeholders.

STAKEHOldER

COMMUNITY

CUSTOMERS

-  Social Investment programs including         
   partnerships or sponsorships with                
   corporations, governments and NGOs. 
-  Employees volunteering

-  Sales and Support Services
-   Annual Customer Satisfacton Survey on       
   products and services across RAK Ceramics  
   showrooms
-  Participation in key trade exhibitions
-  Website, Social Media and direct Marketing
   Campaigns
-  Newsletters, Corporate Profile and Press       
   Releases

-   Customers are engaged throughout the     
    year through various forms of engagement
-   Annually through Customer Satisfaction      
    Survey

-  Support for community and local causes
-  Sponsorships and job creation
-  Impact on environment
-  Reputation
-  Social Responsibility awareness

-  Product Innovation
-  Cost Optimizations
-  Business Continuity
-  Quality Management
-  Building Partnerships
-  Reputation

Throughout the year

CHANNElS OF ENGAGEMENT FREQUENCY OF ENGAGEMENT OUTCOME OF THE ENGAGEMENT
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STAKEHOldER

EMPLOYEES

GOvERNMENT 
& REGULaTORS

INvESTORS 
& aNaLYSTS

SUPPLIERS /
CONTRaCTORS

-  Informally everyday through team meetings and      
   internal communications
-  Formally through quarterly meetings 
-  Employee satisfaction surveys and           
   suggestion scheme
-  Training and development programmes,       
   seminars and workshops
-  New employee induction programmes
-  Annual performance appraisals
-  Regular communications from senior      
   management on performance and business      
   updates
-  Company Newsletters
-  Social activities for employees and their      
   families

-  Meetings, conferences and collaborations
-  Reports
-  Corporate affairs
-  Committees

-  Quarterly Meeting
-  Investors Meet 
-  Annual General Board Meetings
-  Publication of Annual Report and CSR &      
   Sustainability Report
-  Business Updates

-  Procurement process
-  Efficiency review
-  Technical evaluations and audits
-  Clarification meetings
-   Awareness sessions/inductions
-   Workshops and meetings

-  Employee rewards and benefits
-  Career growth
-  Employee development and retention
-  Talent acquisition
-  Strategy and objectives cascading
-  Health and safety

-  Quality of service and quality control
-  local development
-  Reputation
-  Build partnerships
-  Compliance

Importance to align activities and journey with 
the UAE vision towards excellence, equality and 
sustainability

Employees are engaged throughout the year 
through various forms of engagement

Every quarter and as required

-  Quarterly and as required
-  Annually 

Regularly

CHANNElS OF ENGAGEMENT FREQUENCY OF ENGAGEMENT OUTCOME OF THE ENGAGEMENT
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dear Colleagues,

RAK Ceramics success story was not built on the revenue it generated through its global reach in over 160 countries but also on its contribution to the local economy, 
industry, society, environment, employees and their families.

Under the vision of H.H. Sheikh Mohammed Bin Saud Bin Saqr Al Qassimi, Crown Prince of Ras Al Khaimah and Chairman of RAK Ceramics who has been directing the 
company towards strategic growth. RAK Ceramics has firmly established itself not only as a leading global ceramics manufacturer but as a responsible corporate citizen who 
contributes to improving the society and environment where it operates.

For the last two decades we have done a series of CSR activities that has contributed positively on the society where we operate our business. Over last couple of years 
we have started to produce formal CSR and Sustainability Report as a part of our strategy to adopt best global practices. 

Last year RAK Ceramics became the first ceramics manufacturer to produce a Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) report, a benchmark for manufacturing industry in the 
MENA region. The CSR and Sustainability Report 2012 highlighted the performance and impacts in areas of economy, environment and society. 

Following the last years’ launch of GRI-based Sustainability Report we are proud to take a step forward and present our Sustainability Report for 2013 based on GRI-G4 
guidelines adopting latest reporting global best practices in sustainability management highlighting our achievements, contributions and strategies for the future. For the 
first time, RAK Ceramics has set targets in areas that have been identified as key to our valued stakeholders and will endeavor to work towards continuous improvement 
in both our reporting capabilities and the performance of the organization as a whole. Case studies in the report highlight how RAK Ceramics is committed to practicing 
environmental stewardship throughout its value chain – from product design and efficient operations processes – and to playing an active role in building a better community 
by enhancing the surrounding environment. 

RAK Ceramics is in business to create value for its stakeholders and joint ventures through the appraisal, development, production, transportation and marketing of 
our products in a safe, efficient and environmentally responsible manner. If we look at RAK Ceramics achievements in the three key GRI areas- social, economic and 
environmental, we can see that the company has made a great many accomplishments with its CSR activities. Across our operations, we work to improve energy efficiency, 
reduce pollution, enhance biodiversity and improve quality of life for people in our surrounding communities. Managing our use of natural resources and being a responsible 
steward of the environment is a crucial component of our sustainability approach and in targets for 2014, we have set new health, safety, environment and community targets 
to guide and improve our performance. Further, as a part our commitment to making a positive contribution to society, we ensure that we allocate around 10% of our 
retained earnings to invest on social-related activities benefiting the local community.

As a responsible organization, we seek to understand the risks and opportunities related to climate change and how these affect our operations. We are continually working 
to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as well as carbon emissions and improve energy management across our operations. 

looking forward, RAK Ceramics will continue to remain committed to being a long-term sustainable  organization that achieves its business objectives whilst ensuring that 
it uses resources efficiently, protects the local environment, looks after its employees, and cares for the community it operates in. I am proud of the achievements that are 
detailed in this report, and I hope that this report provides you with a clear understanding of RAK Ceramics’ achievements over the past year.

I would like to offer my sincere thanks to everyone involved in the production of RAK Ceramics’ GRI-G4 Sustainability Report that has elevated the company’s position 
amongst responsible organization globally. I am looking forward to continue working with you all as we move forward together as sustainability leaders in the global ceramics 
industry that will make the world a better place to live in. 

Yours sincerely,  
Abdallah Massaad

CEO, RAK Ceramics
9
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RAK Ceramics [G4-3] is around USd 1 billion global conglomerate that supplies to over 160 countries and 
has been officially recognised as the world’s largest ceramics manufacturer with a global annual production 
output of 117 million square meters of ceramic and porcelain tiles, 4.6 million pieces of bathware and 24 
million pieces of tableware [G4-4]. 

The Ras Al Khaimah-based [G4-5] public-listed company was established in 1991 by H.H. Sheikh Saud 
Bin Saqr Al Qasimi, Ruler of Ras Al Khaimah and UAE’s Supreme Council Member who had the vision of 
making the company into world-class organisation and H.H. Sheikh Mohammed Bin Saud Al Qasimi, Crown 
Prince of Ras Al Khaimah and the Chairman of RAK Ceramics has been directing the company towards 
global competitiveness [G4-7]. Abdallah Massaad, CEO of RAK Ceramics is currently leading the company 
strategically to position RAK Ceramics as a premium international brand known for its innovative product 
range through technological advancement and high-quality production.

Specializing in high-quality ceramic wall and floor tiles, Gres Porcellanato, and sanitaryware, RAK Ceramics 
uses more than 8,000 production models, with new designs added almost every week to its portfolio. Tiles 
are manufactured in a variety of sizes, from 10 cm x 10 cm up to 125 cm x 185 cm, the widest range offered 
in the ceramic field. 

The global production of tiles exceeds 360,000 sq.m. and 12,000 pieces of sanitaryware per day from 
its 10 state-of-the-art plants in UAE and 1 plant each in China, Sudan, Bangladesh, India and Iran [G4-6]. 
RAK Ceramics manages around 7,000 employees in UAE and 14,000 employees worldwide [G4-9] and 
currently exports to more than 160 countries, which is a testimony to its excellent reputation worldwide. 
RAK Ceramics has achieved the status of supplying 1 billion sq.m. of tiles and 50 million pieces of bathware 
worldwide and it is the fastest ceramics manufacturer to achieve the milestone since its inception within 
two decades.

Joint Ventures

RAK Ceramics offers a complete solution with its diversification into tile adhesives and grouts in a joint-
venture with laticrete International Inc of USA to form laticrete RAK; a joint venture with German-
based Kludi to manufacture a range of taps, faucets and other accessories for sanitary-ware products 
under the brand name Kludi RAK; eco-friendly paints under the brand RAK Paints and RAK Porcelain, the 
tableware range of products targeted at high-end hospitality industry. All these subsidiaries contribute to 
RAK Ceramics brand by offering complete value-added service to clients [G4-4].

AchieVements 

In 2007, it was given an AA rating and was ranked among the top four brands in the UAE by UK-based Brand 
Finance Middle East. RAK Ceramics was also recognised as Company of the Year in 2004 by the Arabian 
Business Awards and bestowed the MRM Business Award for Manufacturing, the highest manufacturing 
award of the UAE.

RAK Ceramics won the Innovation Award for its revolutionary RAK Slim tile at Kingfisher Supplier’s 
Awards in Hong Kong in 2010. RAK Ceramics has won Asia’s Best Brand and Best Employer in 2011 and 
2012 respectively, and Brand Excellence Award in 2013 at CMO Asia Awards organized by US-based CMO 
Council that recognizes excellence in branding and marketing. RAK Ceramics won the Best Innovative 
Company at Asian Quality leadership Awards 2012 in dubai. RAK Ceramics retained its Superbrand status 
for the last 5 consecutive years in the region.

RAK Ceramics was also honoured with the Best Brand Award and CSR Company Award during the 
Middle East Business leaders Summit and Awards, dubai in 2010 and 2011 respectively, which recognises 
decades of business excellence. RAK Ceramics has been named Asia’s Most Promising Brand Award at 
Asia’s Most Promising Brand & leader’s Summit 2013 in dubai and received Market leadership Award at 
Asian leadership Awards 2013.

commitments to externAl initiAtiVes [G4-14]

RAK Ceramics is accredited by many well-respected organizations in the ceramics manufacturing field and 
did not encounter any incident of non-compliance with regulations so far. The UAE Ministry of Environment 
and Water (MOEW) awarded the company with the Environmental Performance Certificate (EPC) in 
recognition of its successful efforts to comply with environmental protection standards and regulations.  
RAK Ceramics was also honoured by the Emirates Securities and Commodities Authority (ESCA) for 
complying with good governance and transparency according to best international practices.

RAK Ceramics is an ISO 9001: 2008 & ISO 14001: 2004 certified organisation and all the products go 
through different types of tests and experiments to ensure that the product is safe to use right from 
production till the customer receives the final product and utilizes it. RAK Ceramics’ production process 
is in compliance with ISO 13006:2012 that enforces the claim that the product is safe.

memberships of AssociAtions [G4 - 15, G4 - 16]

RAK Ceramics is a founding member of Emirates Green Building Council (EGBC) that supports and 
promotes sustainable building in the UAE. The company is an active member of World’s Ceramic Tile Forum 
that ensures global ceramic industry thrives in a sustainable manner.

RAK Ceramics works closely with Environment Protection and development Authority (EPdA-RAK) in 
protecting and preserving the environment and biological diversity in its natural environment by conducting 
research and making recommendations to conserve the environment. EPdA and RAK Ceramics are 
involved in joint training programs on environmental and health and safety issues.

RAK Ceramics is associated with Emirates Environmental Group (EEG) which is a professional working 
group devoted to protecting the environment through the means of education, action programs and 
community involvement. RAK Ceramics actively participates in various CSR programs concerned with 
environmental protection and responsible waste management, organized by EEG in order to contribute 
positively to the advancement of sustainable development in the UAE.

About the compAnY
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‘‘ to maintain its status as world’s leading innovator in ceramic field ‘‘

Our  Responsible  And  Knowledge-driven mission statement includes:
Close to our clients by listening to their needs and adapting to market requirements
Excellence in producing high-quality products that offers best value-for-money
Redefining  the product innovation and design process
Accountable to its clients, trade partners, stakeholders and employees
Motivate employees to develop them into future entrepreneurs 
Integrity of the management towards the organisational goals
Committed to the society by contributing towards a healthy environment 
Sustainability in every sphere of business

VISION

MISSION STATEMENT
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1991 1995 1998 2000 2003

2002 2004

2005 2007

2008

2009

2010 2012

20132011

2006199919971993

2nd plant started in 
Ras Al Khaimah with an 
annual output of 
7 million sq.m. of tiles

4th plant started in 
Ras Al Khaimah with 
an annual output of 
18 million sq.m. of tiles

2nd overseas plant 
started in China with an 
annual global output of 
45 million sq.m. of tiles

4th overseas plant 
started in Iran with an 
annual global output of 
60 million sq.m. of tiles

Kludi-RAK, a joint 
venture starts to 
manufacture kitchen and 
bathroom fittings along 
with other accessories 
for Bathware products

Expansion of 7th and 
10th plant in Ras Al 
Khaimah to increase the 
global production 
capacity to 100 million 
sq.m. annually

Continues to be 
Superbrand status for the 
5th consecutive year

The world’s largest 
ceramics manufacturing 
company with an annual 
output of 117 million 
sq.m. of tiles and 4.5 
million pieces of 
bathware and 18 million 
pieces of tableware

The World’s Largest 
Ceramic Tiles 
Manufacturer with an 
annual output of 115 
million sq.m. of tiles

RAK Ceramics is $1 billion 
conglomerate & exports to 
over 160 countries

RAK Ceramics achieves a 
milestone of having sold 
1 Billion sq.m of tiles worldwide 

World’s Largest Ceramics 
Manufacturer with an global 
annual output of 117 million 
sq.mt of tiles, 4.5 million pieces 
of Bathware and 20 million 
pieces of Tableware

RAK Ceramics reaches 
milestone of having sold 50 
Million pieces of bathware 
worldwide

PRESENT 
Continues to be World’s 
Largest Ceramics 
Manufacturer with an global 
annual output of 117 million 
sq.mt of tiles, 4.6 million 
pieces of Bathware and 24 
million pieces of Tableware

Becomes the 1st Ceramics 
Manufacturer to produce 
GRI-based CSR and 
Sustainability report. 

Best selling Lounge tiles series 
reaches milestone of 20 Million 
sq.mt. sales

10th plant started in 
Ras Al Khaimah with an 
annual global output of 85 
million sq.m. of tiles

RAK Ceramics starts 5th 
overseas plant started in 
India 

RAK Porcelain, a high-end 
tableware for hospitality is 
launched

RAK Ceramics’ starts its 1st 
overseas tile project in 
Bangladesh

6th plant started in Ras Al 
Khaimah with an annual 
global output of 31 million 
sq.m. of tiles

2nd sanitaryware plant in 
Ras Al Khaimah commences  
with an annual output of 2 
million pieces of bathware

1st plant started in 
Ras Al Khaimah with an 
annual output of 700,000 
sq.m. of tiles

1st sanitaryware plant 
commences with an 
annual output of 350,000 
pieces of bathware

RAK Ceramics gets 
ISO9001- Certification 
accreditation from CICS, 
UK

3rd plant started in Ras Al 
Khaimah with an annual 
output of 12 million sq.m. 
of tiles 

Expansion of sanitaryware 
plant with an annual 
output of 1 million pieces 
of bathware

5th plant started in Ras Al 
Khaimah with an annual output 
of 25 million sq.m. of tiles

COMPANY 
FOUNDED

Receives ISO 9001 
certification from BVQI

7th and 8th plant started in 
Ras Al Khaimah with an 
annual global output of 36 
million sq.mt. of tiles

3rd overseas plant started in 
Sudan with an annual output 
of 53 million sq.m. of tiles

Laticrete RAK, 
a joint venture starts 
production to make tile 
adhesives & grouts

New Sanitaryware plant at 
Bangladesh commences  
with an annual output of 2.4 
million pieces of bathware

New Sanitaryware plant at 
India commences  with an 
annual output of 3.3 million 
pieces of bathware Expansion of 8th plant in 

Ras Al Khaimah to increase 
the global production 
capacity to 95 million sq.m. 
annually

DiscoVer the compAnY [G4 - 13]



1991 1995 1998 2000 2003

2002 2004

2005 2007

2008

2009

2010 2012

20132011

2006199919971993

2nd plant started in 
Ras Al Khaimah with an 
annual output of 
7 million sq.m. of tiles

4th plant started in 
Ras Al Khaimah with 
an annual output of 
18 million sq.m. of tiles

2nd overseas plant 
started in China with an 
annual global output of 
45 million sq.m. of tiles

4th overseas plant 
started in Iran with an 
annual global output of 
60 million sq.m. of tiles

Kludi-RAK, a joint 
venture starts to 
manufacture kitchen and 
bathroom fittings along 
with other accessories 
for Bathware products

Expansion of 7th and 
10th plant in Ras Al 
Khaimah to increase the 
global production 
capacity to 100 million 
sq.m. annually

Continues to be 
Superbrand status for the 
5th consecutive year

The world’s largest 
ceramics manufacturing 
company with an annual 
output of 117 million 
sq.m. of tiles and 4.5 
million pieces of 
bathware and 18 million 
pieces of tableware

The World’s Largest 
Ceramic Tiles 
Manufacturer with an 
annual output of 115 
million sq.m. of tiles

RAK Ceramics is $1 billion 
conglomerate & exports to 
over 160 countries

RAK Ceramics achieves a 
milestone of having sold 
1 Billion sq.m of tiles worldwide 

World’s Largest Ceramics 
Manufacturer with an global 
annual output of 117 million 
sq.mt of tiles, 4.5 million pieces 
of Bathware and 20 million 
pieces of Tableware

RAK Ceramics reaches 
milestone of having sold 50 
Million pieces of bathware 
worldwide

PRESENT 
Continues to be World’s 
Largest Ceramics 
Manufacturer with an global 
annual output of 117 million 
sq.mt of tiles, 4.6 million 
pieces of Bathware and 24 
million pieces of Tableware

Becomes the 1st Ceramics 
Manufacturer to produce 
GRI-based CSR and 
Sustainability report. 

Best selling Lounge tiles series 
reaches milestone of 20 Million 
sq.mt. sales

10th plant started in 
Ras Al Khaimah with an 
annual global output of 85 
million sq.m. of tiles

RAK Ceramics starts 5th 
overseas plant started in 
India 

RAK Porcelain, a high-end 
tableware for hospitality is 
launched

RAK Ceramics’ starts its 1st 
overseas tile project in 
Bangladesh

6th plant started in Ras Al 
Khaimah with an annual 
global output of 31 million 
sq.m. of tiles

2nd sanitaryware plant in 
Ras Al Khaimah commences  
with an annual output of 2 
million pieces of bathware

1st plant started in 
Ras Al Khaimah with an 
annual output of 700,000 
sq.m. of tiles

1st sanitaryware plant 
commences with an 
annual output of 350,000 
pieces of bathware

RAK Ceramics gets 
ISO9001- Certification 
accreditation from CICS, 
UK

3rd plant started in Ras Al 
Khaimah with an annual 
output of 12 million sq.m. 
of tiles 

Expansion of sanitaryware 
plant with an annual 
output of 1 million pieces 
of bathware

5th plant started in Ras Al 
Khaimah with an annual output 
of 25 million sq.m. of tiles

COMPANY 
FOUNDED

Receives ISO 9001 
certification from BVQI

7th and 8th plant started in 
Ras Al Khaimah with an 
annual global output of 36 
million sq.mt. of tiles

3rd overseas plant started in 
Sudan with an annual output 
of 53 million sq.m. of tiles

Laticrete RAK, 
a joint venture starts 
production to make tile 
adhesives & grouts

New Sanitaryware plant at 
Bangladesh commences  
with an annual output of 2.4 
million pieces of bathware

New Sanitaryware plant at 
India commences  with an 
annual output of 3.3 million 
pieces of bathware Expansion of 8th plant in 

Ras Al Khaimah to increase 
the global production 
capacity to 95 million sq.m. 
annually



supplY chAin mAnAGement [G4-12, so-9, so-10]

RAK Ceramics recognizes its responsibility to drive a culture of sustainability within the company as 
well as its suppliers. RAK Ceramics is committed to using local suppliers and distributors in order to 
support the local community. 

inVestment AnD procurement prActices

As per RAK Ceramics’ policy on ethical business practices for sound Corporate Governance and 
integrity in dealing with its suppliers, it is mandatory for the supplier(s) to provide a declaration/
confirmation of ethical conduct for goods and services provided to the company. RAK Ceramics 
analyzes and audits all the suppliers before dealing or signing any agreement with them. Before every 
purchase a supplier evaluation in conducted to ensure supplier is capable of supplying raw materials or 
providing services which meet RAK Ceramics’ requirements. This helps in screening of new suppliers 
and evaluation of existing suppliers on their performances to supply the required materials and provide 
services to RAK Ceramics. Therefore, any supplier that the company is willing to deal with will have to 
fill a “Supplier Assessment Questionnaire”.

As per Supplier Assessment Questionnaire, the supplier must qualify minimum requirements of quality 
assurance, environmental, health and safety and ethical. After receipt of Supplier Assessment Form, 
an investigation and audit is conducted by the company to ensure whether the information provided 
by the supplier is valid. On the basis of investigation, a Supplier Approval Form is issued stating the 
approval or denial of the supplier. 

In order to enter into purchasing agreements with RAK Ceramics, each supplier/contractor must 
adhere the below minimum requirements:

-   The supplier must comply with all relevant local and national laws and regulations with regard to      
    employment practices, benefits, health and safety, and anti-discrimination.

-   The supplier must not use child, forced or involuntary labour in any form.

-   The supplier must comply with all relevant local and national laws and regulations with regard to    
    occupational health and safety, and the provision of health-related benefits to employees.

-   The supplier must comply with all relevant local and national laws and regulations with regard to      
    land and water management, waste and recycling, the handling and disposal of toxic substances,     
    discharges and emissions, noise, transportation of products, and waste.

-   The supplier must strictly comply with all laws and regulations on bribery, corruption and        
    prohibited business practices.

SUPPLY 
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- STORAGE OF RAW MATERIAL
- BATCHING OF RAW MATERIAL
- SLIP PREPARATION
- DRY COLOUR PREPARATION
- PRESS OPERATION
- DRYING
- GLAZE LINE OPERATION
- KILN OPERATION
- POLISHING AND SORTING
- PACKING

- RECEIPT OF PURCHASE REQUISITION
- DISPATCHING INQUIRIES AND REVIEW OF  
  QUOTATIONS
- PLACING OF PURCHASE ORDER
- SHIPPING AGENT
- FACILITATION OF CUSTOM CLEARANCE
  AND DELIVERY TO STORE
- RAW MATERIAL QUALITY CHECK

-   ISSUE CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS TO       
  SUPPLIER

RAK CERAMICS 
SUPPLY CHAIN 

PROCESS

STEP 1
RAW MATERIAL FROM SUPPLIER

STEP 2
MANUFACTURING PROCESS

STEP 3
PACKAGING & WAREHOUSING

STEP 3
-  TRANSPORTATION BY SEA, AIR & ROAD
-  DISTRIBUTION TO RAK CERAMICS SHOWROOMS, 
   DISTRIBUTORS AND RETAILERS WORLDWIDE

STEP 4
TRANSPORTATION & DISTRIBUTION

- FINISHED PRODUCTS ARE ARRANGED ON  
  PALLETS AND WRAPPED WITH STRETCH FILM  
  OR PLASTIC COVER
- THE PALLETIZED BOXES ARE TRANSPORTED   
  TO WAREHOUSE

[G4 -12]
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RAK Ceramics’ overseas plants

RAK Ceramics’ headquarters & plants

Supplying to landmarks 
in over 160 countries

RAK Ceramics exports to more than 160 countries worldwide and has 
overseas plants and operations in Bangladesh, India, China, Sudan and 
Iran.  Further, it has its own subsidiaries in Italy, Germany, United Kingdom, 
Saudi Arabia, Australia and few other countries.
 
The company has independent agents and distributors in many countries 
to assist its marketing efforts and maintain effective supply chain 
distribution.

[G4 - 8]
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MiLestoNes
AChieVeD
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RaK CERaMICS aChIEvEd aN INCREdIbLE MILESTONE Of havING 
PROdUCEd “1 bILLION SqUaRE METERS Of TILES”.

In 2012, RAK Ceramics reached a major milestone by becoming the first ceramics 
manufacturing company to produce enough tiles to cover an area of 1 Billion Square Meters 
since production commenced in 1991. No other ceramics manufacturer has achieved such 
a production figure in such a short period of time since inception of the company. The 
achievement speaks volumes about the company’s long term vision and sustainability to be 
able to produce and sell over 1 Billion Square Meters of Tiles worldwide.

RaK CERaMICS bECaME ThE 1ST CERaMICS MaNUfaCTURER IN ThE 
REGION TO PROdUCE GRI-baSEd CSR & SUSTaINabILITY REPORT

RAK Ceramics produced its first Sustainability & CSR Report as per GRI framework and 
became the first ceramics manufacturing company in the region to produce such a report. The 
report describes about the company’s transparency, corporate governance and corporate social 
responsibility initiatives that play a significant role in contributing to the economy, society and 
environment.

RaK CERaMICS REaChEd MILESTONE Of havING SOLd “50 
MILLION PIECES Of baThwaRE wORLdwIdE”.

RAK Ceramics achieved an impressive milestone recently, of having sold over 50 million 
pieces of bathware worldwide since the production of bathware started in 1993. The latest 
milestone in bathware business is further testament to the monumental reach and scope 
of the company, which continues to position RAK Ceramics as the world’s largest ceramics 
manufacturer. 

RaK CERaMICS REaChES MILESTONE Of 20 MILLION Sq.M. SaLES 
wITh ITS bEST-SELLING LOUNGE SERIES

RAK Ceramics reached a new milestone since production on its top-selling Lounge Series 
with 20 million square meters sales in across more than 120 countries. The tile series has 
found itself in high demand in 75% of the RAK Ceramics’ global markets including some of 
the biggest markets such as Germany, UK, France, Italy, Australia, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 
and UAE.
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2013 sustAinAbilitY AchieVements

PARAMETER

GOVERNANCE 

ECONOMY 

ENVIRONMENT

PROdUCTS

lAunch of phAse i of sAp erp sYstem 

85% ExpoRTS oF LoCAL pRodUCTIoN 

10,000 trees plAnteD 

5 METRIC ToNNE REdUCTIoN IN GREEN 
house GAs emission

1,000 metric tonne of wAste cArton recYcleD

80% oF wASTE hEAT RECovEREd ANd 
reuseD from kilns

60% wATER RECyCLEd & REUSEd

80% REUSE oF wASTE SLUdGE dURING MANUFACTURING

36% INCREASE IN wASTE ALUMINIUM CAN RECyCLING 

17% dECREASE IN pApER wASTE 

 wooD Art tiles collection  

 rAk bAthwAre 

Improved overall transparency, efficiency and 
productivity

Balances the overall Gdp of the country

Reduce carbon emission

waste heat Recovery System reduces the       
consumption of natural gas by 14%

wet Scrubber installation in the factories

power plant conversion of fuel source from hFo 
to Natural Gas

waste carton compactor machine

high Efficiency Burners recover the waste heat 
from kilns and feeds to other machineries 

Effluent Treatment plant recycles waste water and 
makes it reusable

due to usage of recyclable raw material

participation in various can collection campaigns 
throughout the year

participation in various paper less campaigns 
conducted during the reporting year

Sale of 523,728 sq.m. (during the reporting year) 
of wood Art Tiles collection lead to saving more 
than 100,000 trees approximately 

New models save 33% water as compared to old 
models

Reverse osmosis Treatment that purifies the 
effluent water and makes it reusable

ACHIEVEMENT dETAIlS
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PARAMETER

PROdUCTS

lABOUR PRACTICE & 
dECENT WORK

SOCIETY

CSR AWARdS

kluDi rAk fAucets  

REdUCTIoN IN woRK ACCIdENTS By 50%

INvESTEd 9.8% oF ovERALL pRoFITS EARNEd 
DurinG the reportinG YeAr on the locAl 
communities

ASIA’S MoST pRoMISING BRANd & INdUSTRy No.1 

mArket leADership 

BRANd ExCELLENCE IN REAL ESTATE & 
construction AnD csr best prActice 

iDeAl firm AwArD 

rAk porcelAin

Reduce water consumption by 60%

proactive monitoring of our performance helped 
us to learn from our past mistakes and helped to 
ensure a safer working environment for all of our 
people

For RAK Ceramics’ strong brand image amongst 
customers and it’s positioning in media covering 
topics of quality products, industry leadership, 
innovation, branding, sustainability and CSR

For its technology, innovation, trend-setting 
products, superior quality service and sustainable 
operations for more than two decades making it 
a market leader

For consistent efforts to introduce path breaking 
innovative eco-friendly product ranges catering 
to different market segments in the construction 
industry and running operations in a sustainable 
manner

For undertaking the best quality management 
systems in the Middle East and providing employees 
with the ideal working environment– starting 
from high-quality office building specifications 
with complete health and safety measures in the 
company premises

Local Community development

has 100% eco-friendly manufacturing process that 
involves usage of complete recycling of green and 
fired ceramic breakages leading to 0% wastage that 
may pollute the surrounding environment  

ACHIEVEMENT dETAIlS

GolDen AwArD- best website 

For concept, creativity, navigation, content, 
aesthetics and interactivity
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CSR CERTIFICATIONS

FloorScore Certification

Environment performance Certification 

Best Environment practice Certification

For manufacturing products in an eco-friendly 
manner and meets all the international standard 
requirements for indoor air quality certification

For outstanding efforts in contributing to a 
sustainable environment in 2013

For applying all the Environmental Systems for a 
healthy Environmental Management and Ideal 
Usage of raw materials 

By hiring local talent, groom them for future 
contribtion to the economy

Improve energy management across organization

To educate customers and inspire them to play 
constructive role in preserving environment

Ensure a safer working environment for all our 
people

To use energy more efficiently, by development of 
an energy management system (EnMS) and further 
save money by helping to conserving resources 
and tackling climate change. 

To create awareness in the industry and set bench 
mark for other manufacturing companies

2014 sustAinAbilitY GoAls

PARAMETER GOAlS OBjECTIVE

GOVERNANCE 

PROdUCT RESPONSIBIlITY

lABOUR PRACTICES & dECENT WORK

HUMAN RESOURCE

ENVIRONMENTAl 

AWARdS 

sAp phAse ii implementAtion AnD 
inteGrAtinG uAe plAntswith Joint 
Ventures AnD oVer seAs plAnts

csr micro website - increAse sAles of 
wooD Art collection

Zero work AcciDents

encourAGe emirAtiZAtion

IMpLEMENT ISo 50001

REdUCE GREEN hoUSE GAS & 
cArbon emission

CUSToMER ENGAGEMENT & 
csr relAteD AwArD

To improve the overall efficiency of every individual 
business unit and also integrate all the operations to 
optimize the overall performance of the company 
with reduced costs and improved profitability

PARAMETER ACHIEVEMENT dETAIlS
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RAK Ceramics is a public shareholding company domiciled in the UAE and listed in Abu dhabi Stock Market since 2003 and follows the guidelines, laws 
and regulations of the UAE and those of Emirates Securities and Commodities Authority (ESCA) as applied to listed companies. 

GoVernAnce, corporAte commitments AnD enGAGements

ApplicAtion of corporAte GoVernAnce principles

As stipulated in the guideline issued by the ESCA, RAK Ceramics’ Board of 
directors have adopted the comprehensive set of corporate governance 
policies and procedures within the company to assure utmost vigilance is 
exerted by the Board and the executive management, compatible with the 
legal and regulatory requirements reflecting the real orientation to comply 
with the standards developed by the Ministry of Economic Affairs and the 
ESCA for Corporate Governance.

The Board monitors and guides the company through the review and approval 
of the various company policies, including the salaries and salaries adjustment, 
incentives, bonuses, promotion, benefits, stock options, performance target of 
top executives & investment whether originated directly by the Board or its 
committees, to ensure the adherence to specific standard limits in order to 
minimize the exposure to risk [G4-51].

In accordance with the company’s Articles of Association and applicable Laws and 
regulations of the Ministerial Resolution No.(518) for 2009 regarding Corporate 
Governance, the current Board of directors were elected in General Assembly 
Meeting, for three years and consist of 5 Members – the Chairman (Non Executive, 
Independent), one Executive and Three Non Executive members - two of the 
members are independent. The following Table describes the composition of the 
present Board of directors [G4-38]:

Members of the Board have the requisite expertise and management skills that 
qualify them to conduct their duties towards the best interest of the company. 
Members of the Board are selected based on individual qualification and 
experience, taking into account the efficiency and competence of the members. 
They are also committed to invest the required amount of time and attention 
towards the accomplishment of their duties in the duration of their tenure.  

RAK CERAMICS CoRpoRATE GovERNANCE STRUCTURE & 
composition of the boArD of Directors [G4-34]

SHAREHOLDERS

BOD

CEO

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR

EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT 
TEAM GROUP COMPANY HEADS

AUDIT COMMITTEE

INTERNAL AUDITOR

NOMINATION &
REMUNERATION 

COMMITTEE
&

OPERATIONAL MANAGEMENT TEAM

Member Name

h.h. Sh. 
Mohammad Bin 
Saud Al Qassimi

Shk. Ahmed Bin 
humaid Al Qassimi

Mr. hamad Abdullah 
Al Muttawa

dr. Mohammad 
Abdulatif Al Shehhi

Mr. Khaled Abdulla 
yousef Abdulla

chairman

Member

Member

Member

Member

Non-Executive, 
Independent

Non-Executive, 
Independent

Non-Executive, 
Non-Independent

Non-Executive, 
Independent

Executive, 
Non - Independent

position Category

[G4-39]
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remunerAtion of the members of the boArD [G4- 53, 54 & 55]

The remuneration of the members of the board is set pursuant to Article (7) of the ministerial decision 
No. (518) of 2009 concerning Governance rules and Corporate discipline standers, and Article (118) of 
the commercial companies Law No. (8) for 1984. Therefore, the remuneration of the board members 
is calculated as a percentage of the net profit of the company. 

The company may also pay the cost or additional remuneration or a monthly salary to 
any member of the board if that member is a member of any committee or is providing 
special efforts to the benefits of the company over his efforts as board member 
[G4-51].

In all cases the remuneration of the board members shall not exceeds 10% of the net 
profit after deducting depreciation & legal reserves and distribution of dividends not less 
than 5% of company’s capital to the shareholders [G4-54].

Therefore, the remuneration of the member of the Board is set by the shareholder 
of the company upon a recommendation of the Board of directors in the General 
assembly. [G4-55]

meetinGs of the boArD of Directors [G4-37, 43]

The meetings of the Board are held regularly or when invited by the chairman, or when 
demanded by at least two third board members, according to the Company’s Articles 
of Association. The invitation for the board meeting should be communicated to all 
members at least one week prior to the meeting. In this regard, any member can add 
a subject to the meeting agenda. The Company’s Articles of Association also provides 
detailed information on the attendance, quorum, voting and meeting requirements. The 
board should periodically meet in order to ensure that it is adequately fulfilling its roles 
and responsibilities. The board should hold at least six meeting during the year. 

CATEGORIES

SUB TOTAl - A

SUB TOTAl - B

SUB TOTAl - C

GRANd TOTAl

% OF SHARE HOldING

69.6

24.7

5.7

100

INdIVIdUAlS SHAREHOldERS

COMPANIES SHAREHOldERS

GOVERNMENTS SHAREHOldERS

locAl

locAl compAnies shAreholDers

locAl GoVernment shAreholDers

64.5

16.2

5.0

4.3

2.8

0.07

0.4

0.4

0.3

5.3

Gcc

Gcc compAnies shAreholDers

Gcc compAnies shAreholDers

foreiGn

ArAb

ArAb compAnies

foreiGn compAnies
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DeleGAtion of executiVe mAnAGement [G4-35]

RAK Ceramics is governed by the Board of directors under the Chairmanship 
of h.h. Sheikh Mohammed Bin Saud Al Qassimi, the Crown prince of Ras Al 
Khaimah with Board committees to assist the Board in its various activities. The 
management of RAK Ceramics is delegated to the stewardship of the Chief 
Executive officer, Mr. Abdallah Massaad and the management team.

The CEo is appointed by the Board. The primary role of the CEo is to define and 
execute the business vision, mission, strategy and organization. he is responsible 
for the overall operations, profitability, and the delivery of sustained growth of the 
company.  he must direct the company towards the achievement of its objectives.

The CEo is assisted in his duties by specialized and highly qualified team from the 
executive management that includes:  deputy Chief Executive officer (dy. CEo), 
Chief Strategic officer (CSo), Chief Financial officer (CFo), Chief operations 
officer (Coo-Tiles), Chief operations officer (Coo-Sw), Chief procurement 
officer (Cpo), Chief Marketing officer (CMo-Tiles), Chief Marketing officer 
(CMo-Sw), GM-MARCoM (General Manager-Marketing and Corporate 
Communications) and GM – UAE operations. 

The Executive management of the company is fully aware of its role on 
governance, through its commitment to implement the legislative requirements 
and the instructions of the Board in way to strengthen the control environment in 
the various processes, by taking into account the priority interest of the company 
and its shareholders and audit the performance of the Company to achieve its 
goals and objectives, and monitoring the performance [G4-36]. 

boArD committees [G4-41, 44]

To appropriately handle its duties, the Board is assisted by two specialized 
committees composed of members of the Board that report directly to it and 
perform function on its behalf and improve its efficiency. These committees 
include: Audit Committee and Nomination & Remuneration Committee

The audit committee is composed of three members; one of them will be selected 
by the Board as Chairman of this committee. The CEo attends all meetings of 
the Audit Committee, without voting right. Majority of the Audit Committee 
members are independents, non-executive members and all of them have the 
knowledge of accounting & financial area.

externAl AuDitor
According to the commercial companies Law No.8 for the year 1984, and 
corporate governance instructions, the General Assembly appoints an external 
auditor for the fiscal year based on recommendation raised by audit committee. 
The General Assembly also assesses the remuneration of the external auditors. 
KpMG Lower Gulf (KpMG) was appointed as external auditors of RAK Ceramics 
for the year ended on 31 december 2013. The external auditors attend the 
General Assembly Meeting to present their report and answer shareholders’ 
questions.  

Based on ESCA instructions, the external auditor conducts the review and the 
audit of the financial statement quarterly and annually, according to the relevant 
International Standards on Auditing. The external auditors present their reports 
to the Board and the General Assembly in conformity with the Laws of United 
Arab Emirates [G4-58]. 

NoMINATIoN & REMUNERATIoN CoMMITTEE [G4-40,52]

The nomination and remuneration committee reviews the remuneration policy 
including that of the board and the executive management, employees, through 
a framework and policy to be approved by shareholders at the Annual general 
Assembly Meeting, which has the sole right on such descision based on board’s 
proposal.  

The CSR performance is communicated to board members through an Annual 
Report and CSR Report. RAK Ceramics’ top management team meets regularly 
with board at board meetings and welcomes their views at the quarterly board 
meetings or annual general meeting, following their adherence to appropriate 
procedures. [G4-43, 47]
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boArD responsibilitY [G4- 42, 45]

The Board assumes entire responsibility for system of internal control in the company 
whereby specific policies, guidelines and controls, covering all of the transactions, are 
devised. Moreover, the determination of responsibility limits, performance monitoring, 
privileges and authorizations on all operations has been implemented to clear policy 
for segregation of duties. The executive management is considered responsible for the 
overall control of these systems in co-ordination with the concerned Chief officers, 
General Managers, divisional Managers and domestic and overseas Branch Managers. 
The responsibility of implementing efficient internal control systems at the company level 
is rests on each employee.
Further, the board formally reviews and approves the organization’s sustainability report 
and ensures that all material aspects are covered. [G4-48]

woRK MEChANISM oF ThE INTERNAL CoNTRoL & dEALING wITh pRoBLEM 
[G4- 45, 46, 57, 58]

The internal control department conducts its review of the internal control mechanism 
in the company and submits its assessment and recommendations to the Audit 
Committee, thereby to the Board. The above review process is done in compliance with 
the applicable corporate governance legislations regarding the internal control system 
and the ministerial resolution No. (518) of 2009.

CoMpoSITIoN, CoMpETENCIES, ANd TASKS oF NoMINATIoN & REMUNERATIoN CoMMITTEE [G4-40]

member position tAsks

Mr. hamad Al Muttawa

-  Frame policies and compensation including salaries and salary adjustment, incentive,  
   bonuses, promotion, benefits, stocks options and performance target.

-  Remuneration of members of the Board

-  Strategies for attracting and retaining employees, employee development programs

-  determination of the company needs for qualified staff at the level of senior      
   executives and the basis of selection.

-  Key Issues referred by the Board.

-  Annual performance review of the senior executives

-  verification of ongoing independence of members of the Board

Audit committee, on behalf of the Board, reviews the framework of internal 
controls and assesses the internal systems through the evaluation of processes 
carried out by the internal control department in addition to the reviews 
that the external auditors conduct. The Board confirms the adequacy of 
the existence of effective internal controls at the company level based on 
the recommendations and advices presented by the Audit Committee as 
supported by internal control department. The department prepares an 
annual report on internal controls to be submitted to the Board.
The internal Control department informs the audit committee in any major 
problem or events in the company and treatment mechanism, follows up of 
solution applications and proposed actions [G4-49].

conflict of interest [G4-41]

As per RAK Ceramics Corporate Governance Code-of-Conduct, each and 
every member of the board is entitled to conduct his or her personal and 
business affairs in a manner that neither a conflict nor the appearance of 
the conflict arises between those interests and the interests of the company. 
The members are entitled to ensure that they don’t create the actual, or the 
appearance of conflicts of interests for others in their professional dealings.

dr. Mohammad Abdulatif 
Al Shehhi

Sh. Ahmed Bin humaid Al Qasimi

chairman

Member

Member
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reportinG AnD externAl communicAtion

The company has been reporting financial results and material information online to the 
webpage of Abu dhabi Stock Exchange (Adx). RAK Ceramics has also been publishing 
invitations to Assembly General Meeting and material information in English and Arabic 
newspapers. The annual audited accounts and the report of the Board are circulated at the 
General Assembly Meeting to the shareholders.

The report of the Board is provided in the annual report, includes the Management 
discussion & Analysis of the periodic performance.
The quarterly financial statements of the company are not sent to the individual 
shareholders of the company, instead they are uploaded in the designated web page of Abu 
dhabi Stock Exchange (www.adx.ae) by the officials of the company for public disclosures. 
The financial results and other corporate information is also updated on company website 
www.rakceramics.com

EThICS & INTEGRITy [G4-56]

RAK Ceramics’ Code of Conduct summarizes the pSC standards of business 
conduct and ethics. It outlines key issues and ethical standards to which the 
company subscribes and expects its employees to adhere to in course of 
meeting the shared vision and objectives. This Code specifies and assists in 
the continued implementation of the Corporate Business and Governance 
principles by establishing certain non negotiable minimum standards of 
behavior in key areas.  The nature of this code is not meant to cover all possible 
situations that may occur. It is designed to provide a frame of reference against 
which to measure any activities. Employee should seek guidance when they 
are in doubt about the proper course of action in a given situation, as it is the 
ultimate responsibility of each employee to “do the right thing”, a responsibility 
that cannot be delegated.

violation of any of the Code’s provisions could result in disciplinary action, 
including termination. No individual is expected to be discriminated against 
or suffer other reprisals for reporting in good faith violations or suspected 
violations, of this Code or any other law or statute. In situations involving high 
level employees, the Chief Executive officer or the Chairperson of the Audit 
Committee of the Board of directors may be contacted directly, as appropriate. 

GuiDinG principles [G4-56]

As a responsible corporate citizen RAK Ceramics’ business practices have 
been to foster integrity, honesty, fair dealing, respect for cultural diversity 
and compliance with applicable laws and regulations in its chosen spheres 
of operations with optimal efficiency and effectiveness to create sustainable 
value for its stakeholders. RAK Ceramics’ employees worldwide uphold and 
demonstrate this commitment in their everyday responsibilities. Employees 
are guided by the following basic principles : Responsibility, Accountability, 
Integrity, Efficiency, Impartiality and Discretion.

At RAK Ceramics, the employees conduct themselves to conform to the 
highest standards of corporate behavior, accept responsibilities, adhere to 
accepted business and professional principles, exhibit a high degree of personal 
and professional integrity and adhere to the code of conduct of the company. 
This responsibility not only involves sincere respect for the rights and feelings of 
internal and external stakeholders, but also demands that both in professional 
and in personal life, employees refrain from any behavior that might be 
disparaging or harmful to the professional image of the company, customers or 
offend the sensitivities of public at large. 

compliAnce 

RAK Ceramics is committed to respect the rights of all its stakeholders and those who have 
dealing with the company through the adoption of the highest standards of transparency and 
integrity in all its dealings and disclosures. RAK Ceramics has been honoured by the Emirates 
Securities and Commodities Authority (ESCA) for complying with good governance and 
transparency according to best international practices.

The Board reinforces the concept of equal opportunity by adoption of a remuneration 
and compensation policy that motivates distinguished employees to provide a better 
performance and encourages the other employees to deploy serious efforts to develop 
their performance in line with the strategic objectives of the company in the coming years.

RAK Ceramics believes that stability is considered as one of the main economic indicators 
and important perquisite to achieve successful business in the long term. In order to 
succeed in an active contribution towards the society, the company constantly intends to 
assume responsibilities higher than those solely associated to profitability, mainly in terms 
of developing a trust worthy relationship with the customers and stakeholders through 
the establishment of modern and advance channels for reception of complaints, enhancing 
corporate governance components and managing the company with wisdom. 

internAl control sYstem [G4- 56]

According to corporate governance requirements and the directions of the Securities 
and Commodities Authority, an Internal Control department has been established with 
sufficient independence and staffed with the qualified and experienced professionals, to 
enable it, fulfill its duties.  The department reports to the Audit Committee of the Board.

During 2013, no instance was there for imposition of any fine or violation to the company.
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2011 2012 2013

3,336.8

3,254.6

2,237.3

911.7

222.4

6.66

1.15

0

29.3

11.6

14,898

3,168.1

3,104.8

2,258.0

437.0

224.0

7.1

22.1

148.6

29.0

11.5

13,825 15,670

9.8

3,514.8

3,242.5

2,473.5

914.8

272.3

7.7

19.3

148.6

29.5

turnoVer reVenue

operAtinG cost

EQUITy

lonG term Debt

net profit

NET pRoFIT AS % oF TURNovER

GoVernment tAx expenDiture

VAlue of stock/ cAsh DiViDenD

SoCIAL CoST & doNATIoNS

SoCIAL CoST & doNATIoNS AS % oF RETAINEd EARNINGS

No. oF EMpLoyEES woRLdwIdE

dIRECT ECONOMIC VAlUE GENERATEd ANd dISTRIBUTEd [G4-EC1]

RAK Ceramics’ economic objective is to achieve growth consistent with our shareholder expectations and to achieve the growth in an environmentally and socially responsible manner.  we recognize 
our responsibility to foster growth in the national economy and share our wealth with the community by promoting jobs and business opportunities. RAK Ceramics is committed to ensure that the UAE 
economy benefits from its success, and 2013 generated excellent value to the UAE economy. 

ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE
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432

235

13.0

2,416

390.2 

242.2 

12.2 11.6

2,352.0 2,177.2 

409.4 

224.3 

emploYee relAteD expenses

turnoVer per heAD

EMpLoyEE CoST AS % oF TURNovER

AVerAGe emploYee cost per month

FINANCIAl POSITION
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85% EXPORT HELPS BALANCE 
OVERALL GDP OF UAE

HIRE AND GROOM 
BUDDING LOCAL TALENT

EMPLOYMENT TO OVER 7,000 
PEOPLE LOCALLY

COMPANYS’ GROWTH HAS LED TO
MULTIPLE ANCILLARY PRODUCT & SERVICES, 

SUPPLIERS SETTING UP BASE IN RAS AL KHAIMAH 
CONTRIBUTING TO LOCAL BUSINESS 

SPONSORSHIP OF DIFFERENT ACTIVITIES 
THAT AIM TO DEVELOP LOCAL COMMUNITY 

AT VARIOUS LEVELS

RAK CERAMICS 
CONTRIBUTION 

TO THE 
LOCAL ECONOMY

RAK CERAMICS CONTRIBUTION TO THE lOCAl ECONOMY

Year Ended

2,082
2,110

2,473

Net Worth
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CAGR 11%

2011 2012 2013



finAnciAl implicAtions AnD other risks AnD opportunities for the 
oRGANIZATIoN’S ACTIvITIES dUE To CLIMATE ChANGE [G4-ec 2]

RAK Ceramics’ market is spread across the globe by exporting to more than 160 countries. 
hence, the local market has minimal impact on overall performance of the company. 

The threats attracted at any of the regions or industries are compensated by the 
opportunities created in any other region or industry. Moreover, the group operations 
are widely diversified into tiles, bathware, faucets, tableware, paints and grouts, which are 
part of the core business. This has resulted into fairly consistent group performance over 
the past period. Further the region’s warm climatic conditions have minimal impact as the 
company has invested in state-of-the-art machinery and equipments that can withstand hot 
and humid conditions.

finAnciAl AssistAnce receiVeD from GoVernment [G4-ec4]

RAK Ceramics was formed by way of an Emiri decree in 1989 and was listed at the 
Abu dhabi Stock Exchange (www.adx.ae) in 2003. There is no direct financial assistance 
received except 4.97% shareholding by the Government of Ras Al Khaimah. 

proposition of senior mAnAGement hireD from the locAl communitY 
At siGnificAnt locAtions of operAtions

RAK Ceramics board members are predominantly UAE nationals and the company is 
committed to develop local talent within the areas in which it operates with a strong 
emphasis on strengthening the local UAE labour force. [G4-EC 5 , EC 6]

MARKET PRESENCE

Career development programmes are tailored to suit the individuals’ target career paths. 
RAK Ceramics offers internship programs for local students in order to help them convert 
their academic knowledge to industry skills and provides students with real work experience. 
These internship programs also help the company to identify potential future hires, a pipeline 
for local candidates for employment within the company. 
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benefit plAn [G4-ec3]

RAK Ceramics is subject to the provisions of the UAE Labour Laws and end of service 
benefits to the employees are in compliance with the same. The company recognizes its 
obligations towards defined benefits and accumulates the same on monthly basis. Moreover, 
RAK Ceramics contributes to Employees’ Group Medical policy having worldwide coverage.

Following were the outlays on accumulations made during last three years towards 
Employees’ End-of-Service Benefits and Medical Insurance together:

YeAr 2011 2012 2013

Accured End of Service Benefits 
(AEd Million)

62 66 77.9

RAK Ceramics has operations in countries having sanctions on international trade & 
finance. The currencies of these economies are highly volatile and heavily devalued. due 
to sanctions on dealings, there is no opportunity to mitigate the financial risk of such 
devaluation.

dIRECT ECONOMIC IMPACTS

The real estate or construction markets globally are subject to economic cycles and 
conditions. Collapse of global real estate markets in general and regional real estate markets 
particularly in 2008-09 are expected to recover slowly. The company remains cautiously 
optimistic under these challenging economic circumstances and expects continued support 
of government, for the recovery in the coming years. RAK Ceramics expects to maintain its 
revenues and profits to the level achieved in the past with its diversified strategy and tapping 
new market segments leading to sustainable expansion plans.

however, the Government of Ras Al Khaimah had granted land measuring more than 4 
million sq.m. at the inception of the company, for promoting the industry. rAk ceramics is 
also listed on dhaka Stock Exchange and Chittagong Stock Exchange in Bangladesh since 
2010.



INdIRECT ECONOMIC IMPACTS [G4-EC 7, EC 8]

As RAK Ceramics operates in various geographies, it is subject to impacts and incidence 
of rules and regulations of those geographies. Especially in case of taxation, like for 
instance in the absence of ‘Double Taxation Avoidance Treaties’ in some of the economies, 
the company ends up paying taxes to the local governments which in no way could be 
recovered or refunded even though the UAE is a tax haven. 

Apart from tax, other non economic factors include high energy cost in the UAE as 
compared to other GCC countries which adds to the cost of the product, fluctuation 
in oil and foreign exchange rates, population growth, urbanization and fragmentation of 
families creating demand for floor space across the world; shortage of housing stock in 
key markets of the company particularly emerging markets, reconstruction demand in 
the region; economic surplus from development of economies in emerging markets and 
MENA region etc. 

PROCUREMENT PRACTICES [G4-ec 9]

RAK Ceramics strives to invest and progress the local economy by supporting and encouraging 
local businesses engagement. A key component of sustainable development is the establishment 
of a thriving local economy and not solely relying on external sources to supply products and 
services. 50% of the company’s raw material comes from Ras Al Khaimah. 

RAK Ceramics remains committed to working with locally established organizations/suppliers 
to further enrich the society at large. 

RAK Ceramics plays a role in developing the local economy as the company works 
incessantly in adding value to the local economy and community in many ways, taking 
into consideration the value generated by the operating costs, salaries, dealing with local 
suppliers, wages and other activities and operations directly affects the local economy. 
other than that, the company participates and sponsors different activities that aim to 
develop the local community at various levels. RAK Ceramics exports 85% of its local 
production that helps to balance the overall Gdp of UAE. [G4-ec 9]

15% 

15%

Local

Europe

50%
GCC & Asia

Others

85%
Export
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60% 
Water Re-cycled 

&
Re-used

80% 
reduction in power 

consumption  
with LED Lamps 

3,250 kgs 
of paper

sent for recycling

10,000 trees 
planted around 
RAK Ceramics 

vicinity

RAK CERAMICS’ PROACTIVE MEASURES CONTRIBUTING TO A GREENER ENVIRONMENT

1,000 tonne
of waste cartons 

recycled 

100 metric tonne 
of fuel recycled

80% of waste heat
re-used from klin 

due to high 
efficiency burners

600 kgs
of cans 

Re-cycled within 
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Recyclable 
paper bag
introduced

210,000
metric tonnes 

solid waste goes 
to landfill

1/2 tonne
e-waste sent
for recycling

5 metric tonnes 
reduction in 
Green House 
Gas Emission 
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Factory    301,331,739 Kwh

Admin office    24,455,44 Kwh

petrol     638,354.1 GAl

diesel    1,485,824.6 GAl

RAK Ceramics is committed to practice environmental stewardship throughout its value chain, including product design, sourcing and efficient 
operations and plays an active role in contributing to a greener environment. RAK Ceramics is a significant consumer of natural resources (minerals, 
energy, water etc) and therefore, it recognizes the importance of the conservation of these precious resources.
 
RAK Ceramics’ operations have the potential to adversely impact the surrounding environment and we are constantly striving to minimize and 
mitigate impacts. RAK Ceramics has undertaken environmental impact assessments of its operating sites and has taken steps towards minimizing 
impacts and conserving resources through progressively reducing emissions, discharges, and wastes.

In 2013, we focused on increasing the environmental awareness of our employees at all levels through a series of CSR activities and training programs. 

enVironment

minerAls / rAw mAteriAls 

RAK Ceramics manufacturing base was strategically set up in Ras Al Khaimah 
because of the availability of good quality local clay and minerals best suited to 
manufacture ceramic products. over the years, RAK Ceramics has developed 
the expertise to combine 5 to 9 types of natural minerals, coming from several 
countries around the globe to minimize the damage to the local environment. 

Material used in manufacturing is a mix of natural substances such as limestone, 
soda feldspar and red clay. An average tile size of 60x60 cm weighs 9 kg and 
after the tile clay is fired the composition in the tile cannot be renewed. There 
is 2% defect in production and all the defected ceramic products before firing 
are re-cycled and re-used leading to zero wastage. 80% of rejected in-process 
materials and waste sludge recycled and re-used [G4 - en 2]. 

enerGY

RAK Ceramics ensures that the entire operations run on the basis of procuring 
energy-saving systems in terms of office / manufacturing facility equipments 
that contribute to an environment friendly and socially committed organization. 

mAteriAl useD bY weiGht or  Volume [G4 - en 1]

mAteriAl     QUANTITy

Non-renewable     715,906 Tonnes/yr

Renewable                --

enerGY consumption within the orGAniZAtion [G4 - EN 3, EN 5]

fuel

electricitY
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enerGY consumption outsiDe the orGAniZAtion: nill [G4 - en 4]



RAK Ceramics’ manufacturing facilities are equipped with high-
efficiency burners which are utilized in all fired heaters or fuel burning 
equipment such as generators, kilns, spray driers, horizontal and 
vertical driers, etc. to reduce energy consumption. 

oVerAll totAl enerGY consumption is

  1.39282E +15 jOUlES

waste heat from the kilns is recovered and fed into these fuel burning 
equipments leading to 80% waste heat recovery. The installation of 
waste heat Recovery System has led to reduction of pollutants 
such as particulate Matter(pM), Nitrogen dioxide(No2), Sulphur 
oxide(So2) and Carbon dioxide(Co2).

RAW MATERIAL

GRANULATION
EQUIPMENT

HEAT RECOVERY

GRANULATION

EXHAUSTERHEAT RECOVERY
AIR BLOWER

KILN

FIRING SPECIAL 
PROCESSING

FINISHED
PRODUCT
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reDuction of enerGY consumption [G4-en6]

ENERGy CoNSERvATIoN TEChNIQUE  RECovEREd/RE-USEd ENERGy    pRICE (AEd)    dETAILS

wAste heAt recoVerY   410,977 Nm³/hr.     18,493,965   Energy recovered is fed to other   
               machineries.

wAter treAtment plAnt   1,533,000 m³      7,500,000   Recycles waste water and makes it   
               reusable  

REFRIGERANT RECovERy   125 kgs.             9,000    Recovered refrigerant re-use for   
               recharging refrigerant to air conditioning.

LEd LAMp     6,671,543 Kilowatts      1,534,455   Reduces electricity consumption by 80%

reVerse osmosis    70,000 m³         350,000   purifies the effluent water and makes it   
               reusable

Types of energy included in reduction  - Natural Gas & Electricity
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wAter

RAK Ceramics ensures regular preventive maintenance of 
equipments and devices so that water runs smoothly and there 
is no wastage of water. water consumption is regularly measured 
and data is recorded to analyze trends to quickly detect major 
leaks and repair damages as soon as possible. The employees are 
given training in order to spread awareness on water conservation 
to reduce unnecessary wastage of water. 

FILTER PRESS

CLARIFIER/
SLUDGE
SCRAPPER
TANK

WASTE WATER

PRIMARY
COLLECTION

TANK

MAIN
COLLECTION

TANK

PUMP ROOM
DISTRIBUTION 

OF WATER

totAl Volume of wAter withDrAwn bY source [G4 – EN8]

Total volume of water withdrawn – 2,000 Cubic meters / day

Third party Utilities  - 5,000 Cubic meters / day

Standard and Methodologies – Consumption Report

percentAGe of totAl Volume of wAter recYcleD AnD re-useD 
[G4 - en10]

wAter resources siGnificAntlY AffecteD bY withDrAwAl of wAter 
[G4 - en9]

water source – Sea water

Standard and Methodologies – Consumption report & water 
Treatment plant capacity

Total volume of water recycled and re-used – 4,200 Cubic meters / day 

% = 60 % Re-cycled & Re-used daily

Standard and Methodologies – desalination process

re-cYcle AnD re-use of 
in-process AnD Domestic wAste wAter

RAK Ceramics operates several units of Effluent Treatment plants 
(ETp) to re-cycle and reuse the wastewater generated from the 
manufacturing plants and domestic sources. A third party that is 
authorized by the local government conducts water extraction. 
RAK Ceramics has its own water desalination unit converting 
seawater to drinkable water. The water re-cycling unit uses the 
wasted water during production, clean it and make useable for 
production again. 60% of water re-cycled & re-used.

60% 
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bio-DiVersitY [G4-en11 , so-2]
RAK Ceramics is strategically located in an industrial area, at a distance of 30 km 
from the city in a deserted area, to minimize the risk of causing any damage to the 
environment or the inhabitants. This minimizes the direct and indirect impact to the 
diversity like spillage incident of oil/ chemical direct surface water and ground water 
or reaching the sea; operational noise affecting native species of birds, marsh lagoons 
contaminated water possible by car wash in vehicle workshop; and emission pollution of 
stacks, chimneys, fuels etc [G4-en12].

RAK Ceramics has signed an agreement with Environment protection and development 
Authority (EpdA-RAK) for mutual co-operation in protecting and preserving the 
environment and biological diversity in its natural environment by conducting research 
and making recommendations to conserve the environment. EpdA and RAK Ceramics 
are involved in joint training programs on environmental and health and safety issues.

one of the initiative taken by EpdA and RAK Ceramics is periodic cleaning of a section 
of surrounding dessert area, polluted with waste plastic bags to ensure that these plastic 
bags are not consumed by camels which are predominantly found in the region [G4-en 
13, en14]. In 2013, RAK Ceramics received a certification of appreciation from EpdA 
RAK for its outstanding performance in complying with the environmental regulations 
and requirements.

wAste cleAn - up cAmpAiGns

RAK Ceramics encourages its employees to participate in various 
waste clean-up campaigns like for instance the company collaborated 
with RAK EpdA to participate in Regional Environmental Clean-
up day to clean up the beach side in Ras Al Khaimah, where RAK 
Ceramics’ employees collected 500kg of waste. 

The employees also volunteered to clean-up a section of beach on 
Clean-up UAE Campaign 2013, organized by Emirates Environmental 
Group. The activity aimed to create environmental awareness about 
waste recycling and reduce carbon footprint in order to have a clean, 
green and sustainable UAE.

rAk AnimAl welfAre centre 2014 
cAlenDAr sponsorship

RAK Ceramics was one of the sponsors of RAK 
Animal welfare Center’s Calendar for the year 2014, 
produced by RAK Animal welfare Center (RAK 
AwC), an organization that works for animal care 
and welfare in Ras Al Khaimah. The sponsorship 
was an initiative by RAK Ceramics towards animal 
welfare in the emirate of Ras Al Khaimah.

eArth DAY

RAK Ceramics conducts an annual tree plantation ceremony on Earth 
day, by planting trees around its manufacturing facility with the aim of 
reducing its impact in the surrounding environment where it operates. 
The company has so far planted 10,000 trees, which has actually lead 
to reduction in emission produced by the factory.

GlobAl wArminG sustAinAble cities 

RAK Ceramics participated in 2nd International Conference on Global warming-
Sustainable Cities, where the company had a stand showcasing eco-friendly products 
and environmentally-friendly manufacturing processes. Tiles from wood Art Collection  
were promoted at the conference and received extremely positive response from 
visitors to stand as it is considered as a perfect alternative to natural wooden flooring 
playing a big role in conserving environment with reduction in cutting trees. 
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power plAnt heAVY fuel enGine conVersion to nAturAl GAs 

RAK Ceramics embarked on Clean development Mechanism projects such 
as conversion of the existing machineries i.e. power generator sets and spray 
driers, to change from heavy fuel oil to LpG or natural gas. The main objective 
of this conversion is reduction in air emission (No2, so2, particulate matter 
etc.) from plant, reduction of particulate matter, energy efficiency and cost 
reduction by self generation of electricity and by partly recovering waste heat 
from the engine and using it as heat source for thermal heat water treatment 
plant.

Standard and Methodology

     Standard- UAE Federal law on stationary air pollution standard
     Methodology – dispersion model, Isokinetic measurement (by third  
     party emission analysis testing annually)

emissions 

As per RAK Ceramics’ environmental policy, the company is committed to use 
best available environmental technology and practices and progressively reduce 
emissions, discharges and wastes, improve the efficient use of energy, and 
conserve natural resources. we monitor, assess, and track our emissions, effluent, 
and wastes from our operations and strive for continuous improvement in all of 
these areas. 

    emissions             GAs      tonnes/YeAr          source of emission

Nox , Sox & oThER SIGNIFICANT AIR EMISSIoNS [G4 – EN21]

reDuction of GhG emission [G4-en19]

Amount of significant air pollution - Spray driers - 35,000 Nm³/hr 
           Kilns - 10,000 Nm3/hr

Amount of GhG Emission - 410,977 Nm³/hr (Kiln waste heat Recovery)

Report standard and methodologies - Stack emission report emission rate

Standard and methodologies - Consumption reduction direct and indirect

Gases included in calculation - Natural Gas

Sources of emission - Spray driers & Kilns

Spray driers, Kilns,
horizontal & 
vertical driers, 
Stand by generators

Third party Natural 
Gas Company

Third party power 
Grid / power plant

Direct Green
house emissions
[G4-EN15]

Indirect Green
house emissions
[G4-en16]

other Indirect 
Green
house emissions
[G4-EN17]

40 tonnes/year

6,200,390 
MMBTU/year

280,314 
Tons /year

CO2

CO2

CO2
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INdooR AIR QUALITy

RAK Ceramics promotes building fit-outs that will provide healthier indoor 
environment and more productive workplaces leading to less negative impact on 
the environment.

ventilated façade have been developed to reduce the amount of heat and sound 
that buildings absorb, making them perfect solutions for the hot weather conditions 
in the UAE and the rest of the Middle East.

provided for residual waste, leftover food, paper, 
carton, floor sweepings and other waste with no 
commercial value.

provided for metals, machine parts and accessories, 
or other waste that can be sent to scrap dealers for 
recycling.

provided for contaminated items, expired chemicals 
and infectious waste from clinics. 

Green GArbAGe bins

blue GArbAGe bins

BlACK GARBAGE BINS

ToTAL wATER dISChARGEd By QUALITy oF dESTINATIoN [G4 – EN22]

 volume of planned and unplanned water discharge - None

totAl number AnD Volume of siGnificAnt spills - none  [G4 – EN24]  

hAbitAt siGnificAntlY AffecteD bY wAter DischArGe - none 
[G4 – EN26]

soliD wAste mAnAGement methoD [G4-en23]

RAK Ceramics implemented programs to minimize the disposal of waste materials 
into the environment by adopting continuous improvement in waste segregation 
scheme and recycling programs which includes:

Segregating hazardous and non-hazardous waste
Controlling litters and odors
Conducting routine inspections of waste storage areas
Ensuring that all kinds of waste is identified and      
segregated with the use of garbage bins that are classified as:

totAl weiGht of wAste bY tYpe [G4-en23]

Hazardous Waste             90.25 tonne / year

Non - Hazardous Waste           63,566 tonne / year

weiGht of trAnsporteD, importeD, exporteD , operAteD 
wAste DeemeD [G4 – EN25] : none

effluents AnD wAste 

Initiatives to avoid Soil and Ground water Contamination
RAK Ceramics diesel tank storage has permeable bunding to prevent direct spillage 
of diesel in soil
RAK Ceramics oil storage has all secondary containment to prevent direct spillage 
of diesel in soil
disposal of expired and empty chemical containers taken by accredited third party 
for treatment and recycling
All factories chemical storage has adequate spill kits materials
diesel and petrol station of RAK Ceramics have adequate spill kits materials

-

- Broken tiles & Sanitaryware
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re-cYcle AnD re-use of in-process 
soliD wAste [G4-en23]

RAK Ceramics encourages re-cycling efforts by all 
means possible, therefore the company initiated many 
re-cycling facilities for carton packing, defected products, 
used products, and water from production processes. 
RAK Ceramics has established a new re-cycling center 
to reduce the amount of waste dumped like for instance 
RAK Ceramics utilizes the system to re-cycle and re-use 
the waste clay powder generated from the Spray driers, 
Silos and presses.  All rejects of fired ceramic tiles (broken 
pieces, defective tiles, nonconforming products, etc) which 
are generated from the production of ceramic tiles are 
collected, re-processed and re-used in the dry-milling 
operation for clay powder preparation leading to 0% 
wastage.

RAK Ceramics encourages its employees to practice 
“Recycle, Reuse and Reduce” on day to day basis by 
educating and encouraging them to participate in various 
waste recycling activities such as can collection, waste 
paper recycling, e-waste recycling etc. The employees are 
encouraged to reduce the usage of paper by using electronic 
mail instead of making hard copies of all communications, 
make double side copies of print and dispose used paper 
in paper waste recycling bins which are specially allotted in 
all the key departments of the company. In the year 2013, 
1500 kg of paper waste was sent for recycling.

cAn collection DAY 

RAK Ceramics participated in Can Collection day organised by Emirates Environmental Group 
(EEG), where the employees collected over 300 kgs of cans from within the premises which 
were then sent for re-cycling.

worlD enVironment DAY

RAK Ceramics participated in world Environmental day by 
recycling e-waste generated from used IT electronic devices 
and equipments. The company employees collected about half 
a tonne of e-waste such as old computers, printers, toners, 
cartridges etc during a drive.
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*

* participation in various paper less campaigns conducted during the reporting year led 
to the decrease in paper consumption. 47
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motor pump silencers in fActories for reDuction of noise leVel

reVerse osmosis wAter treAtment wet scrubber silos instAlleD for reDuction of Air emission pollutAnts
replAcement of hAloGen lAmps with leD lAmps for reDuction 

in enerGY consumption

Dust collector for reDuction of Dust emission power plAnt - conVersion to nAturAl GAs

rAk cerAmics inVestment in mAnufActurinG fAcilities for reDuction in emissions, enerGY consumption, noise leVel AnD wAste
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RAK Ceramics offers a complete solution with its diversification into tiles, bathware, faucets, tile adhesives and paints. The company has a global 
annual production output of 117 million sq.m. of ceramic and porcelain tiles, 4.6 million pieces of bathware and 24 million pieces of tableware. 

RAK Ceramics has a joint venture with German-based Kludi to manufacture a range of taps, faucets and other accessories for sanitaryware 
products under the brand name Kludi RAK. The company also offers tile adhesives and grouts in a joint-venture with Laticrete International Inc.
of USA to form Laticrete RAK ;  eco-friendly paints under the brand RAK paints and RAK porcelain, the tableware range of products targeted 
at high-end hospitality industry. 

BACK TO WALL

WALL HUNG

CLOSE COUPLED

UNDER LAYMENTS

WATER PROOFING SYSTEM

EPOXY ADHESIVES

MULTI LAYER THIN SET MORTARS

BASIN

BIDET 

BATHROOM

SHOWER PANEL

KITCHEN

KLUDI INTEGRATED MODELS

ACCESSORIES

ALLIED ITEMS

STUCCOS (FILLERS)

PRIMER

ECONOMICAL EMULSIONS

STANDARD EMULSIONS

PREMIUM EMULSIONS

TEXTURE FINISHES

PRIMER AND UNDERCOAT

ALKYD FINISHES

EPOXY PRODUCTS

WALL

FLOOR

BORDER

CORNER

SKIRTING

MOSAIC

STEP 

INTERLOCKING

WATER JET

SLABS

WALL

FLOOR

ACCESSORIES

DECOR

LISTELLO

SKIRTING

COVED 

SWIMMING POOL 

STEP

MOSAIC

TILES BATHWARE LATICRETE RAK KLUDI RAK RAK PORCELAIN RAK PAINTS

THIN SET & MEDIUM BED MORTARS

PREMIUM LATEX MORTARS

POLYMER FORTIFIED 
CEMENTIOUS GROUT

HOTEL COLLECTION

RETAIL COLLECTION

AIRLINE COLLECTION

 LATEX ADDITIVES

EPOXY GROUT

SEALANT

CERAMIC TILES PORCELAIN TILES

proDucts AnD 
serVices
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RAK CERAMICS PRODUCT RANGE CAN BE CLASSIFIED INTO:



RAK CERAMICS ECO-FRIENdlY PROdUCT RANGE [G4-EN27]

Being a founding member of the Emirates Green Building Council, which supports and promotes 
sustainable building in the UAE, RAK Ceramics has doubled its efforts to support green building initiatives, 
resulting in the development and introduction of a wide array of innovative and environment-friendly 
products. Some of RAK Ceramics’ eco-friendly product range includes the following:

ART
COLLECTION
Gres Porcellanato

Wood Art Tiles Collection has a sublime wood-like finish that is an ideal substitute for actual wooden 
flooring without cutting trees and encourages end users to be part of a growing eco-friendly society. 
Moreover, the product meets the requirement of international quality standards and is resistant to 
chemicals, frost, dirt and termites that may badly affect natural woods.
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Stone Art Tiles Collection are digitally enhanced tiles that act as replacements 
for natural stones conserving on usage of natural resources while offering 
consumers similar products as an alternative at an affordable price. Stone 
Art Collection are inspired by architectural designs carved from stones, are a 
perfect mix of rustic finish with contemporary style that give an elegant look.

RAK Slim, a unique “Green Building” product with 
revolutionary 4.5 mm thickness and tremendous 
energy-saving features.  In the process of 
manufacturing RAK SLIM, thousands of tonnes of 
raw material such as clay is saved and energy costs 
in firing the tile is considerably lower, leading to 
reduction in emission.

RAK Slim helps in a significant reduction in dead 
load on the building structure due to almost half 
the weight of tiling because of its slim thickness. 
Moreover, its light weight and strong break-
resistance makes it easy to handle and reduces 
the transportation cost. 
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orion Collection are digitally enhanced tiles that act as replacements for marble flooring 
conserving on usage of natural resources, while offering consumers similar products as 
alternative at an affordable price.

RAK Antimicrobial, a specialty ceramic tile that reduces microbial contamination and contributes 
to healthy environment. These tiles are protected by an innovative anti-bacterial glaze that 
eliminates up to 99% of bacteria on surfaces and guarantees long lasting protection against 
wear and tear. 

perfect alternative to natural marble
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Tiles Collection

Junior Tiles Collection are eco-friendly tiles specially designed for kids, an alternative to usual 
wall paper that can be torn or paints that can easily get stained after a period of time. They 
are highly durable and easy to clean with stain-proof feature making it an ideal solution for 
both wall and floorings that includes anti-skid floor tiles ensuring safety of kids.

RAK Luminos has a special glaze on its surface that absorbs energy from natural and artificial 
light and glows in the dark to save light energy, and eventually conserves electricity usage. RAK 
Luminos when charged by light glows several hours depending on the previous exposure to 
sunlight or artificial light. The glaze on RAK Luminos is safe as it is neither toxic nor radioactive 
at all.
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RAK Bathware has all its water closets completely converted from previous nine-litre flushing capacity to six-litre full flush and three-litre half flush, leading to water savings of as much as 33% 
compared to the older models. All bathware pieces are manufactured of recycled materials before firing and therefore, considered as eco-friendly product.
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Kludi RAK manufactures eco-friendly range of faucets and bathroom fittings that are 
equipped with new water saving system which allows users to save up to 60% on water 
consumption.

RAK porcelain manufactures high-end tableware with 100% eco-friendly manufacturing 
process that involves usage of complete recycling of ‘green’ and ‘fired’ ceramic breakages 
leading to 0% wastage that may pollute the surrounding atmosphere.
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Laticrete RAK manufactures eco-friendly tile adhesives and grouts and is considered a global 
leader in “green building products” that focus on providing innovative solution for tile and 
stone fixing.

RAK paints manufactures eco-friendly range of high quality product that provide healthy 
indoor environment with less negative impact on the environment. 
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pAckAGinG [G4-en 28]

The packaging material used by RAK Ceramics such as plastic and carton are 
recyclable.  The purchase department is ordered not to buy any packaging 
material that is not recyclable. 1,000 metric tonnes of waste cartons were 
recycled for packaging in 2013.

Additionally, RAK Ceramics has placed waste carton compactor machine in all 
tiles/sanitaryware plants and canteens, which is used for adequate segregation 
and collection of waste cartons. The waste is collected on a daily basis and 
recycled.

trAnsport [G4-en30]

Transport for RAK Ceramics’ onshore and offshore facilities is provided by RAK 
Logistics, an international freight forwarder that manages the movement of 
cargo via air, land & sea to and from any destination worldwide. Moreover, for 
transporting the products the company uses aggregation of shipments to reduce 
the number of shipments and as a result less harm to the environment.

RAK Ceramics offers buses for larger numbers of employee who live nearby 
each other and encourages carpooling by dedicating cars to transport employees 
who live in the same region or at least close by picking them up in the morning 
to the work place and taking them back at the end of duty time. 

compliAnce [G4- en29]

RAK Ceramics is awarded with the Environmental performance Certificate (EpC) by the UAE Ministry of Environment and water (MoEw), in recognition of its 
successful efforts to comply with environmental protection standards and regulations. 

EpC is awarded for environmental performance during the year based on the review of the environmental permit obtained; health, safety and environment (hSSE); 
the implementation of cleaner production, monitoring and control of gaseous emissions and particulate matters; management of chemical substances and integrated 
management of solid, non-hazardous and hazardous wastes; treatment and re-use of domestic and industrial wastewaters; noise, odor hazard, and nuisance control.
Therefore, RAK Ceramics has not paid any monetary value of significant fines and non monetary sanctions for non compliance with environmental laws and 
regulations. [G4-en34]
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enVironmentAl / sAfe proDuct AccreDitAtion

R.A.K. Ceramics P.S.C
For the following product(s):

This product meets all of the necessary qualifications to be certified for the following claim:

Registration # SCS-FS-02974
Valid from: February 1, 2013 to January 31, 2014

by

SCS Global Services does hereby certify that an independent assessment has been conducted on behalf of:

P.O. Box 4714, Ras Al Khaimah, United Arab Emirates

Ceramic Floor Tile

FloorScore®
Indoor Air Quality Certified to SCS-EC 10.2-2007
Conforms to California Specification 01350 (Standard Method v1.1, effective
January 1, 2012) for the school classroom and private office parameters1.

1 Modeled Product Type: Flooring

SCS Global Services
Robert J. Hrubes, Ph.D., Executive Vice President

2000 Powell Street, Ste. 600, Emeryville, CA 94608 USA
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enVironmentAl expenDiture 2013  [G4-en31]

Spray driers wet Scrubber Silos replacements      2,500,000

Transport truck washing area construction of waste water tank      250,000

vehicle workshop construction of waste water tank and oil separator     150,000

RAK Tiles Crusher plant box feeder construction of shed        100,000

Raw material storage area roof construction                      1,500,000

Re-commissioning of MC-9 Reverse osmosis plant                   500,000

dust Collectors maintenance          100,000

TOTAl                      5,100,000

supplier enVironmentAl Assessment

New suppliers or contractors are evaluated and selected based on their capabilities to supply the required 
materials for production of ceramic tiles and sanitaryware which can be determined after at least three 
satisfactory deliveries or based on performance of providing the required services.
For key raw materials used in production of ceramic tiles and sanitaryware, an initial survey is made 
requesting product specifications. Subject to a positive response, a sample is procured for testing in 
in-house laboratory after which a trial production is undertaken. If the result of trial is satisfactory, the 
supplier is notified and the material is purchased. post purchase the new supplier is added to the company’s 
Approved Suppliers & Subcontractors List for future purchase.

To obtain more information about suppliers or subcontractors’ quality system, a supplier assessment 
questionnaire is sent to the supplier which is supposed to be filled and sent back by the supplier. If the 
supplier or subcontractor is certified to the latest edition of ISo 9001 standard, a copy of their certificate 
is requested. 

In 2013 approx 30% new suppliers were screened on environmental criteria [G4- en32].
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lAbour prActice AnD Decent work

RAK Ceramics manages around 14,000 employees globally and 50% of which work at corporate headquarters (refer the table below) comprising of 1,281 white 
collar employees and 5,856 blue collar employees. The company has personnel from different parts of the world which includes Lebanon, India, Bangladesh, 
philippines, China, Sudan, Egypt, Morocco, Italy, Germany, UK, and other countries at the headquarters in Ras Al Khaimah, besides local employees in many 
locations where it has its offices in Europe and Asia.

woRK FoRCE TABLE (By GENdER & AGE GRoUp) [G4- 10, lA1, lA12]

7,137

6,882
MALES

207
FEMALES

3,111
EMPLOYEES < 30

265
EMPLOYEES > 50

1,110

EMPLOYEES 
JOINED

959

EMPLOYEES 
DISMISSED

3,760

EMPLOYEES 
b/w 30 & 50

EMPLOYEES

*The figures below indicate workforce at hQ in Ras Al Khaimah only

lAbour/mAnAGement relAtionships 

At RAK Ceramics, employment relationship between an employer and 
employee is governed by the provisions of the local applicable law, contracts, 
company policies and procedures. The key legislations in this context are the 
UAE Labor Law of 1984, UAE Immigration and Residency laws and various 
circulars, notifications and regulations from local and federal authorities as 
applicable from time to time. 

Employees are entitled to familiarize themselves with local legislations and 
rules and conduct themselves in accordance with the same. The public Relation 
department is tasked with external stakeholders in this context and updates 
the management of such changes in legislations or rules and procedures and for 
amendment of policies and procedures in consultation with authorities. 

The policies and procedures therefore may change or be modified if the 
applicable provisions of law or their interpretations change in course of time 
between revision of the Employee handbook.

emploYee benefits [G4-lA2]

RAK Ceramics provides a wide variety of benefits to all its employees. we 
review our salary structure annually to ensure we are competitive and aligned 
with the market conditions to attract and retain high caliber talent. 

The benefit plans are not only designed to comply with UAE’s labour 
requirement but also to recognize our employee educational qualification, 
professional experience, and skills. we offer competitive levels of annual leave 
entitlements, maternity leave, and after service benefits considering the years 
of service.
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benefit tYpe Description

BONUS, INCENTIVE & REWARdS

TRANSPORTATION 

GROUP lIFE INSURANCE

ACCOMMOdATION 

CANTEEN &  NOURISHMENT

GROUP MEdICAl INSURANCE 

WORKMAN COMPENSATION 
INSURANCE

Management declares Bonus, Incentives and Rewards to specific deserving employees upon achievement of projects, operational 
targets, successful and efficient completion of special assignments, or in the event of extraordinary contribution to the company.

RAK Ceramics provides free transport facility for the employees that reside in the emirate of Ras Al Khaimah. Transportation facility 
to employees is governed by the Transportation policy of the company which lays down the eligibilities and entitlements as per the 
grade of the employee. 

All the employees of the company are covered under the company’s Group Life Insurance policy which covers personal injuries, 
permanent and/or partial disability, natural or work related demise of an employee while in employment of the company. 

Employees are provided with an accommodation with or without furnishing as agreed between the employee and the company in the 
letter of employment and subject to the Accommodation policy of RAK Ceramics. If no accommodation is provided, the employee 
will be eligible for allowances for their respective grades as per the Allowances policy of the company.

RAK Ceramics’ staff is provided with a daily lunch in the canteen at a subsidized rate while food is free for laborers. Further, there is 
a facility for having refreshments that is provided in the pantries located near their respective work locations, where employees can 
have their coffee or tea breaks.

All employees of the company are covered under the Group Medical Insurance policy which covers costs of personal illness or 
treatments for an employee and/or allowed dependents which are covered through the insurance within limits. 

All the employees are covered under a workman Compensation policy which covers only work related accidents/injuries and loss of 
salary due to work related accidents while an employee is in employment of the company.

lEAVE (ANNUAl, MATERNITY, 
HAjj/UMRAH, ACCIdENT, SICK, OFFICIAl)

RAK Ceramics offers employees the opportunity to take leave for many reasons including medical, holiday, and the birth of a child 
irrespective of the gender of the parent [G4-lA3].

emploYee benefit tYpe AnD Description [G4-lA2]
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ANNUAl TICKET

ENd OF SERVICE BENEFITS

EMPlOYEE WElFARE FUNd

All employees get yearly free return air ticket to the nearest airport of their hometown. 

End of service benefits are given to all separating employees as per the provisions of the UAE Labour Law unless the employee 
is terminated without terminal benefits as per Article 120 of the UAE labour law. The end of service benefits that accrues to the 
employee comprises of the Gratuity which is computed and paid to the leaving employee considering the length of the service of the 
employee and the last drawn salary.

An employee welfare fund has been established to help and support its employees in dire need of monetary help due to accidents, 
medical emergencies for self or immediate family members and other approved expenses to the extent not covered by insurance or 
any other source. The welfare fund is managed by a committee formed for this purpose who shall be the authority for sanctioning of 
financial help for those in need. 

oCCUpATIoNAL hEALTh & SAFETy [G4-LA5]

RAK Ceramics is fully committed to the prevention of all incidents, injuries, 
and occupational illnesses to its employees. RAK Ceramics hSSE policy 
provides clear guidance that we hold at all levels of management, supervision 
and employees accountable for hSSE performance.

   rAk cerAmics hsse obJectiVes [G4-LA5]

-  promote health, Safety, Security and Environmental (hSSE) practices in all    
   the plants; manage it the same way as any other critical business activity

-  have a strong and sound Management System, in which competencies,  
   communication channel, responsibilities are clearly defined throughout the  
   organization

-  provide a safe and healthy working environmental for all RAK Ceramics  
   employees, visitors, clients and contractors with adequate facilities and     
   appropriate protective equipments

-  Be prepared for a quick and efficient response to emergency situations to  
   minimize potential impact of accidents should they occur

-   Assist design, build and maintain facilities and utilize services in a manner  
    to avoid risk to people and the environment

-   Set targets and benchmark on our performances to achieve continuous  
    improvement and ensure compliance with all applicable UAE Regulations  
    including best practice international standards

hiGh risk iDentificAtion

RAK Ceramics’ Medical Centre is the responsible for all minor injuries and 
ill-health at the work place as a team of doctors with all necessary first aid 
kits and emergency medical equipments are available. 

The employee visits the medical centre as a patient suffering from ill-health 
or any kind of minor injury and he is discharged from the clinic after thorough 
examination with proper medicine prescribed which includes precautionary 
measures to avoid the occurrence of such an ill-health incident.
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our continued commitment to a strong culture of health and safety saw our rate of lost 
time injury frequency fall in 2013. we will maintain our efforts of continuous improvement 
in our health and safety performance. our proactive monitoring of our performance helps 
us to learn from our past mistakes and help to ensure a safer working environment for all of 
our people.

MONTHlY TAllY
NO. OF INjURIES 

& Ill HEAlTH

jANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

APRIl

MAY

jUNE

jUlY

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

dECEMBER

2013 MONTHlY TAllY 
FOR INjURY ANd 

ACCIdENT STATISTIC 
INClUdING Ill HEAlTH

[G4-lA6]

59

30

33

41

21

48

110

48

42

28

35

30

compArison report for inJurY cAses

2012

2011

2013
523

INJURIES

580
INJURIES

1124
INJURIES

CONTACT 
CONTROL 

CENTER

HSSE 
DEPARTMENT

CIVIL DEFENCE/ 
POLICE 

(IF REQUIRED)
ERT

 CONTROL 
CENTER

ACCIDENT
OR

INCIDENT

CONTROL CENTER CONTACT NO.
050-5793611

* 53% decrease in work accidents since 2011 due to work safety measures taken at the factories 



hiGh risk iDentificAtion tAble [G4 - LA7]

TYPE OF WORK CAUSE dISEASE MEASURES TAKEN

press, Box feeder, Swd manual casting, 
dMp and crusher department

Sorting and packing, Manual casting 
and Swd

polishing, squaring and ball mill department.

Silk screen, décor and 
screen printing department. 

Respiratory/Lung diseases (chronic effect)

Back injuries (chronic & acute effect)

Respiratory / Lung diseases (chronic effects)
Skin diseases

hearing problems (chronic effect)

Inhalation of dust

Manual handling of tiles

high level of Noise

Exposure to the chemicals

- Ambient air quality testing in dusty areas
- Installation of dust Collector Systems
- ppE’s for respiratory protection are       
  provided

- Tool box talk trainings regarding the risk  
  on every activity and how to reduce/        
  prevent the risks
- Safety Signages are posted in every plant

- Installation of Silencers for noise reduction 
- ppE’s for ear are provided

-  workers who work with high risk level  
   are given free medical check-up annually
- ppE’S (hand protection , Apron)provided

preVentinG the next inciDent 

RAK Ceramics has exercised significant efforts and resources to achieve a 
high safety standard at its worksites. To create a dynamic learning process, 
a reference point was required to ensure that learning from incidents has 
been captured in work plans to create awareness and reinforce critical safe 
behavior. Effective communication of ‘lessons learned’ has been adopted by 
RAK Ceramics hSSE Team as one of the operational performance indicators.

AwAreness trAininG proGrAm [G4-lA9]

sAfetY inDuction trAininG

Safety induction is given to the newly hired employees and refresher trainings 
are done every year. RAK Ceramics hSSE department launched a drive 
“No Induction-No work” to ensure that every employee that sets foot 
inside the plant is properly briefed and educated regarding the hazards and 
risk inside the workplace, required ppE’s are issued and thus, minimizing the 
chances and possibility of an injury and accident.
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NEBoSh  TRAINING & CERTIFICATIoN

RAK Ceramics’ hSSE department employees are certified with the UK based 
National Examination Board in occupational Safety and health (NEBoSh) 
International Certificate. 
The objective of the training is to give better understanding of health and safety 
practice to the employees. The training coveres the principles of  health,  safety 
and risk assessment and gives them the practical knowledge and skills required 
to apply best practices within their workplace and to identify and control any 
workplace hazards.

fire emerGencY trAininG

In compliance with ISo 14001:2004 Environmental Management System, ohSAS 
18001: 2007 and UAE Federal Law, an Annual Fire Emergency drill training is 
conducted in all our plants, workshops especially for the living accommodations 
to train the workers family, housewives, old people and children to handle fire 
emergency situations.
RAK Ceramics’ hSSE department also conducts summer awareness training 
campaign “Beat-the-heat and No-to-FIRE” as part of the continuous efforts 
to safeguard the welfare of the employees and to provide their families a safe 
living ground. The training campaign focused on topics like fire prevention in the 
manufacturing plants or employee accommodations; escape plan in the event of 
fire and how to overcome heat illness for those employees who are exposed to 
high temperature in the manufacturing plants.

emerGencY spill Drill trAininG

In compliance with ISo 14001:2004 Environmental Management System, ohSAS 
18001:2007 and USE Federal Law, an annual emergency spill drill training is 
conducted in all mechanical and electrical department, workshops, laboratories 
and other departments that handles and exposed to hazardous substances. 

tool box tAlk

RAK Ceramics hSSE team has developed ‘Tool Box Talk’ guidance for communicating 
hazard information and instruction. This effort aims to reduce accident and injury 
rate and improves the knowledge of workers. The topics discussed may vary 
depending on recent events and situations inside the workplace. 

fooD hYGiene trAininG for fooD hAnDlers AnD cAnteen stAff

The company strives to provide quality food, hygienic food preparation and suitable 
food station for the employees, with that RAK Ceramics hired ETA Consultancy 
to provide BASIC Food hyGIENE TRAINING which is certified by the dubai 
municipality and one of the requirements in the food industry. 
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sAfetY siGnAGe 

RAK Ceramics recognizes the value of providing clear, simple and consistent 
communication regarding risks at workplace and the proper use of barriers 
and safeguards to avoid accidents. RAK Ceramics is re-enforcing a mind-
set of signages on a continuous basis by putting up signages in every plant, 
emphasizing  that breaking one of the signage could result in serious injury or 
death, followed with negative impact on the families involved and company’s 
reputation. 
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heAlth screeninG AnD counselinG proGrAm

In accordance to the UAE health Law and international best practice, RAK 
Ceramics implemented health screening program for factory employees who 
work under extreme conditions such as excessive noise, dust and chemical 
exposure. RAK Ceramics signed an agreement with RAK hospital (Arabian 
health Care Group) for health analysis screening of employees on an annual 
basis. 50 employees per plant per day are taken to the medical centre for 
screening.
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summArY of hsse trAininGs - 2013 [G4-lA8 & lA11]

topics DiscusseD

TOTAl

number of AttenDees

heAt illness AwAreness      1032

MATERIAL SAFETy dATA ShEET (MSdS)        59

SAFETy FoRKLIFT opERATIoN GUIdELINES      315

heArinG protection          234

hoUSEKEEpING & No SMoKING IN woRK pLACE       67

FooT INJURy ANd MAChINERIES SAFETy            25

sAfetY lADDer AwAreness               112

miss/minor foot inJurY                    23

sAfetY operAtion of GAntrY crAne for liftinG         8

hANd, ARM ANd LAddER SAFETy AwARENESS           887

wASTE MANAGEMENT SpILLAGE                273

woRKpLACE SAFETy                      35

SpILLAGE CoNTRoL pRoCEdURE                 591

e-03 noise pollution                     108

dUST EMISSIoN ANd odoURS poLLUTIoN               151

wATER poLLUTIoN                    154

enerGY conserVAtion                    313

bicYcle sAfetY                        609

woRK AT hEIGhTS AwARENESS TRAINING           37

mAchine sAfetY operAtinG                 48

mAchine GuArDinG                      199

hAZArDs of silicA Dust                283

fire preVention AwAreness                 10

REQUIREMENTS FoR SAFEGUARdS             5

sAfe workinG proceDure                    6

IN hoUSE TRAINING FoR hSSE pERSoNNEL’S       284

hEALTh CoUNSELING pRoGRAM          1037

6905

TRAINING & EdUCATIoN [G4-lA 10]

Employee training is an important part of developing employee capabilities 
and RAK Ceramics provides employees with technical expertise and 
professional skills based on the business needs and individual characteristics 
of each position. prior to starting the job, the hR department ensures a 
smooth induction of the employee in to the company which is followed 
by proper training by respective department heads or co-employees on 
the job profile or tasks assigned. The hR department address the training 
and development requirements through Induction program, probationary 
monitoring, on the job training for skill development, In-house seminars, 
External expert facilitated training workshops organized in company, Industry 
seminars and exhibition an conferences and conventions. 

For factory labor, the induction training covers a presentation on the company, 
overview of the hR Management policies and detailed guidelines from the 
hSSE department regarding health and safety. on an average an employee 
gets 60 hours of training per year on various topics [G4-lA 9]. An Employee 
handbook is also distributed to each employee during the induction training.
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bAthwAre sAles trAininG proGrAm with Geberit 

RAK Ceramics conducted for a training program for bathware sales team in 
collaboration with Geberit (one of global leaders in sanitaryware solutions) to 
educate and enhance bathware sales team’s selling and technical knowledge 
skills. The training program focused on technical details of bathware, their types, 
USps and eco-friendly features. Further, training program also focused on soft 
skills such as communication and personality development aspects along B2C 
and B2B selling techniques. Geberit conducted training program on different 
types of flushing technology and technical aspects of flushing mechanism along 
with different sanitaryware solutions.

sAp trAininG proGrAms

Regular training was given to the employees during the year 2013 under the 
guidance senior management and KpMG audit firm for quality assurance. So 
far more than 350 employees have been trained for handling SAp operations 
in the 1st phase and employees from different departments have been 
earmarked for future training program to ensure that the entire team is well-
acquainted with SAp ERp system. The training program aimed at strengthening 
the company’s ability to improve customer satisfaction with enhanced 
processes, while it will rationalize production and procurement costs, improve 
working capital management and business integration. 
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dIvERSITy & EQUAL oppoRTUNITy [G4-lA 10]

Subject to overriding provisions or requirements under applicable laws to provide 
preferential local employment RAK Ceramics strive on to provide a workplace 
where all individuals have an equal opportunity to work and contribute to the 
company’s growth. To be successful in the global market place for skilled resources, 
the company fosters a work environment that is inclusive of organizational, personal 
and cultural differences in all aspects of business.

RAK Ceramics offers equal employment and advancement opportunity to all 
qualified individuals without distinction or discrimination on grounds of age, 
colour, national origin, race, religion, gender, disability etc. This principle applies 
to all employees and applicants for employment and all aspects of employment 
relationship. (Refer to work Force Table for figures)
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EQUAL REMUNERATIoN FoR woMEN & MEN [G4-lA13]

while complying with the minimum wage requirements as stipulated by local laws, 
RAK Ceramics has established a competitive compensation system and a set of 
social security and welfare mechanisms for all employees. Under these systems, 
the remuneration RAK Ceramics offers is not lower than the requirements of local 
policies, including mandatory social security insurance and additional welfare benefits. 
The annual bonus plan for employees closely relates to employee performance 
without distinction or discrimination and is based on responsibilities undertaken by 
key performance indicators. RAK Ceramics’ management reviews the compensation 
scheme annually to ensure that the scheme is balanced in terms of competitiveness 
and costs.

whereas rAk ceramics ensures:

-    Timely payment to workers (salaries, overtime, and benefits)
-    Minimum monthly salaries (as defined)

lAbour prActices GrieVAnce mechAnisms [G4-lA 16, hr12]

RAK Ceramics follows an open door policy wherein any of its employees can approach any 
higher authorities for a genuine grievance redressal. In case of any grievances, the employee 
should follow the following procedures:
-    Escalate the matter to the immediate supervisor
-    If there is no satisfactory resolution of the complaint, the employee can approach the        
     department head/section head
-    In case the grievance still persists, the employee can approach the division head or technical   
     managers along with the intimation to the human Resources department
-    If however, there is no resolution of the matter, the hR department or the Employee may  
     escalate the matter to the Management
-    The management may consider the matter for resolution considering any independent and  
     fair investigation of facts by the hR Manager or any other officer of the company

There were no cases of grievances recorded in the year 2013 [G4-lA16]

Moreover the supplier has to fill up a Supplier Assessment Form disclosing the following minimum 
requirements with regard to occupational health and safety:
-    Is there a communicated and measurable health and Safety policy in place?
-    Are health and Safety risk assessments conducted and reviewed on a regular basis?
-    Is employee health monitoring undertaken for those exposed to potential ly harmful work?
-    Are material safety data sheets available for all products?
-    Are all accidents reported and records kept?
-    Are all visitors and sub-contractors made aware of site rules and evacuation procedure and  
     offered appropriate personal protection equipments (ppE’s)
-    Are employees wearing appropriate ppE’s and is site management enforcing its use?
-    does all on-site machinery operate in a safe and responsible manner?
-    Are machine and equipment fitted with adequate guards and emergency stop buttons?
-    Are first aid/medical facilities available on site?
-    Are fire extinguishers serviced and readily available and have workers been trained in their  
     use?
-    Are fire drills conducted and recorded?
-    Are all fire exits and equipment clearly marked and unblocked?
-    Are there adequate cable control, noise management and trip hazard precautions in place?

supplier Assessment for lAbor prActices [GA-LA15]

RAK Ceramics has a substantial contractor and subcontractor labour force of 5,856 
personnel across our fields and head office. The company is committed to labour 
welfare rights in our business operation to protect strong reputation in the ceramic 
industry. welfare requirements are an essential part of the labour’s legal rights and 
are a contributing factor in reducing possible harm and accidents to the workforce 
and potential unrest among labours.

Most contractors’ labour does not receive the entire welfare benefits due to the 
lack of accountability by the contractor’s management or due to the lack of frequent 
monitoring by contract administrators.

Therefore, an agreement is signed between the RAK Ceramics and the labour force 
supplier as per which the supplier has to provide:

-   demand Letter, power of Attorney, Specimen Contract for mobilization of       
    workers 
-   placement of selected workers within a maximum period of 30 days after          
    receipt of approval from Ministry of Interiors 
-   If the labour is cancelled after the visa, replace him/her with new candidate and  
    bear the cost of visa applications on grounds of if the worker are found unfit or  
    unsuitable for job they are selected for or found medically unfit during medical  
    examination on arrival at the place of employment or in the probation period.      
    The agency has to bear the air ticket cost 
-   In case of any disputes the courts at RAK Ceramics will have exclusive           
    jurisdiction to deal with the related issues 

-    work schedule (overtime, leave relief, leave schedule, off days, leaves, and medical)
-    driving conditions and transportation of contractor’s personnel
-    provision of return trip air ticket on annual leave
-    Camp facilities (accommodation, food, and safety measures)
-    provision of free medical facilities
-    End of service benefit payment
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humAn riGhts

FREEdOM OF ASSOCIATION & COllECTIVE BARGAINING [G4-hr 4]

Employee labour associations and collective bargaining agreements are not 
permitted in the UAE under Federal Law. yet RAK Ceramics encourages its 
staff to apply whistle-blowing techniques whenever there is an incident of 
maltreatment or rights violation to the local departments or the specialized 
authorities. There has been no incident of violation involving rights of 
indigenous people or part of the operations so far [G4-hr8] .

NON-dISCRIMINATION

RAK Ceramics has a multinational work environment where employees from 
different religions, countries and backgrounds work together as one team. 
Zero tolerance for discrimination of any kind is the policy of the company and 
there is no reported incident of racism or such misbehaviors so far. [G4-hr 3]

SECURITY PRACTICES [G4-hR 7]

RAK Ceramics has an internal security department that is responsible for 
securing the premises, organizing vehicle movement within the premises and
training newly joined security workers. This ensures safety of employees and 
assets within RAK Ceramics’ premises. The company has security team of 100 
people out of which 65% belong to in-house team and 35% are outsourced 
from external security agency. The security team is given training on regular 
basis to enhance their skills.

supplier humAn riGhts Assessment [G4-hr 10]

RAK Ceramics hR dept has been especially formulated to oversee the labour 
conditions of suppliers, contractors and workers employed by contractors 
on the company’s projects. The hR dept refers to the UAE labour laws, 
international best practice, and RAK Ceramics’ Codes of Conduct as reference 
to define violations of human rights. These principles are clearly defined in 
RAK Ceramics’ contractual agreements and their practice is evaluated prior to 
the decision making process of whether or not to proceed with an investment.
The supplier has to fill up an assessment form in which the supplier has to 
disclose the following information: [G4-hr 9]

-   Are all employees provided with the written contract employment?

-   Are there formal and fair disciplinary and grievance procedures in place?

-   Are federal age restrictions for employees adhered to?

-   Are working hours of the employees (including overtime) within the 
    federal guidelines?

-   Is the federal minimum wage paid in all circumstances?

-   Are basic wages protected from disciplinary action?

-   do all employees have free and unrestricted access to their own personal  
    documents?

-   Are there adequate, hygienic facilities for the workplace and access to  
    clean drinking water?

-   If provided, is accommodation of an acceptable standard, well maintained   
    and clearly segregated from the production area?

CHIld lABOUR [G4-hR5]

RAK Ceramics has adopted strict ‘No Child 
Labor policy’ as per the UAE Labour Law, 
which does not allow anybody below 18 
years to be employed in the country. RAK 
Ceramics does not hire anyone under the 
legal working age of 18. 

In 2013, no RAK Ceramics operations 
were identified as having significant risk for 
incidents of child, forced or compulsorily 
labour. Further, the supplier assessment form 
includes a non-negotiable clause regarding 
child labor to avoid being involved with such 
suppliers. 

FORCEd COMPUlSORY lABOUR [G4-hr 6]

Forced, compulsory labour is strictly forbidden under UAE law and RAK 
Ceramics takes a firm stance on ensuring no violations of this kind take place 
amongst its workforce.
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philippines flooD relief

In 2013, RAK Ceramics launched a fund raising drive for Typhoon haiyan 
victims in philippines, where the employees joined hands to raise funds 
and provided aid to help the victims. The donations were given in cash and 
in kind to help provide relief to the victims.

sheikh ZAYeD housinG proGrAm 

The Sheikh Zayed housing program was established to provide suitable 
housing for UAE national families in order to contribute to achieve the 
aspirations of the UAE government in the provision of a high standard 
of living for UAE nationals. RAK Ceramics is one of the enterprises that 
supported this project by offering significant discounts for any UAE 
citizens who are part of it, minimizing the economic obstacles that might 
affect the success of the project.

Social responsibility is a significant part of RAK Ceramics’ culture and the company is committed to support communities where it operates by contributing to the 
welfare, health and disaster relief. RAK Ceramics supports the communities with financial, material and human resources to help build a better world. In 2013, RAK 
Ceramics undertook a number of CSR activities dedicated to the local community which includes its own staff living harmoniously within the society.  The company 
invested 9.8% of its overall profits earned during the year to the local communities.

societY

locAl communitY DeVelopment

RAK Ceramics strives to support and help enhance community development, 
including both the local community in which RAK Ceramics operates and the 
wider sustainability community. 

support emerGencY prepAreDness or DisAster relief efforts

RAK Ceramics provides financial, food and volunteer support to communities in 
need when a natural disaster or other catastrophic event has resulted in significant 
loss of human life. The company has responded to disasters across the globe, 
including those in the philippines, India, Somalia, pakistan etc.
Further, RAK Ceramics has tied up with local community relief agencies to collect 
old clothing, housing items along with food and medical supplies to send it in 
areas of calamities. Moreover employees are encouraged to support cause with 
monitory donations, volunteer work etc as an independent contributor and not 
as the representative of the company. 
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RAK CERAMICS
SOCIAL 

CONTRIBUTION

LOCAL 
COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT

DISASTER 
RELIEF 
EFFORTS

DEVELOP OR 
PROMOTE 
HEALTH 
CARE 
INITIATIVES

SPONSOR 
EDUCATIONAL 
PROGRAMS AND 
SUPPORT LOCAL 
HERITAGE

SUPPORT 
PROGRAMS TO 
IMPROVE LIVES OF 
DISADVANTAGED 
AND DEPRIVED 
PEOPLE
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worlD cAncer DAY

RAK Ceramics hosted a lecture on ‘world Cancer day’ to educate 
employees about cancer, encourage its prevention and to stress the 
importance of early detection. Simultaneously, the company organized a 
‘Breast Screening and Bone densitometry’ in collaboration with Ministry 
of health department for free breast cancer check-ups of its employees.

worlD no tobAcco DAY 

RAK Ceramics launched an ‘Anti- 
Smoking Campaign’ on world No 
Tobacco day in the smoking zone 
area within its premises, where a 
subtle message was designed around 
smoking bins to remind smokers to 
take necessary action as tobacco has 
only negative effect on the health.
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rAk terrY fox run

RAK Ceramics was one of the sponsors of RAK Terry Fox Run where 
more than 100 RAK Ceramics’ employees participated to raise money 
for cancer research projects in the UAE University hospital in Al Ain, 
accredited by the International Union against Cancer in Geneva.

DeVelop or promote heAlth cAre initiAtiVes 

RAK Ceramics undertakes several health and wellness campaigns each year to 
educate and create awareness amongst employees, their families and community 
members regarding serious diseases and its prevention. 

Topics discussed in these campaigns include hypertension, diabetes, cancer, weight 
management and healthy living. Moreover, the company also supports various local 
hospitals and research centers to promote good health care facilities and raise 
funds for research projects in the UAE.

Further, RAK Ceramics’ Medical Centre is managed by RAK hospital (a leading 
provider of healthcare facilities in Ras Al Khaimah). 
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Anti-obesitY DAY cAmpAiGn

RAK Ceramics in collaboration with vLCC organized an Anti-obesity Campaign 
on world Anti-obesity day for its employees in order to create awareness 
about obesity, causes and its ill effects. The campaign included individual health 
assessment of the employees and presentation on “Facts about fat”.

tile DonAtion to speciAl neeDs mini compAnY proJect

RAK Ceramics donated tiles to Stepping Stones vocational program, where 
the students created a variety of mosaic products, which were sold at various 
crafts fairs in dubai in order to raise funds to support children with Autism and 
developmental disorders.

support proGrAms to improVe liVes of DisADVAntAGeD 
AnD DepriVeD people

RAK Ceramics ties-up with local NGo’s to donate tiles and other product range to 
government schools, mosques and impoverished members of society. 
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rAk uk DonAteD speciAl neeD proDucts to locAl fAmilY

RAK UK got involved in a collaborative project with Studio Four Architects and 
East hampshire district Council to provide severely disabled Ryan wynne with 
a specialized bathroom and wet room equipped with his future needs. As a part 
of the project, RAK Ceramics UK donated Compact rimless 75 cm-a wheel 
chair-accessible, closed coupled wC with water saving feature, compact wash 
basin and lounge porcelain wall tiles, floor tiles and mosaics.

bellA DisAbleD bAthwAre

RAK Ceramics’ Bella disabled bathware suites are produced exclusively keeping 
in mind the needs of the disabled. They come in many sizes, features and options 
specifically configured to meet the needs of people who are physically disabled. 
Each model is designed for safety, comfort and convenience.
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RAK FooTBALL STAdIUM ANd ChILdREN’S pARK INAUGURATIoN

RAK Ceramics opened a Football Stadium for the employees to encourage 
employees to engage in healthy sporting activities. The company also opened a 
park facility for the children of the employees within the staff accommodation 
building so that the children can have an exclusive and safe play area. 
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rAk inDiAn culturAl eVent sponsorship 

RAK Ceramics was one of the sponsors for an Indian cultural event “RAK Indian 
Navratri and dandiya Festival 2013” in Ras Al Khaimah. The sponsorship was 
an effort to promote social and cultural activities in the emirate under the 
patronage of RAK Tourism Authority.
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ethicAl brAnD summit sponsorship 

RAK Ceramics was one of the sponsors of CMo Asia’s Ethical Brand Summit, 
aimed to promote ethical brands and socially responsible business practices in 
an age of consumer-driven transparency, accountability and responsibility. 

RAK Ceramics also participated in the advisory board meeting and panel 
discussion at the summit. 
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eDucAtionAl tours 

RAK Ceramics hosts educational tours for students of internationally acclaimed 
universities in order to give exposure to the budding talent and business management 
students from internationally acclaimed universities. University of Maryland- USA, 
EdhEC Business School-France and École polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne 
University-Switzerland, George Town University-USA and FIIB University-India. 

Dress A million cAmpAiGn 

RAK Ceramics participated in “dress A 
Million Campaign”, launched by the dubai 
Government where the employees raised 
funds to provide clothes to 1,500 needy 
children worldwide.  

SpoNSoR EdUCATIoNAL pRoGRAMS & SUppoRT LoCAL hERITAGE

RAK Ceramics has always been one of the most active corporate supporters of various 
social and sports oriented activities which include support to educational institutions 
and sponsoring sporting initiatives. The company offers internship training programs for 
talented students from local as well as international universities, sponsors educational fests 
and simultaneously hosts educational tours for students.
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bit fest sponsorship

RAK Ceramics sponsored an educational initiative “Business Intelligence and 
Technology Fest”; an interschool quiz competition organized by Birla Institute of 
Technology, Ras Al Khaimah.  More than 25 business schools and colleges from 
GCC region participated in the event.
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sports sponsorship

To support various sporting initiatives in the emirate of Ras Al Khaimah, RAK 
Ceramics sponsored Ramadan Bowling Tournament and volley Ball Tournament 
during the month of Ramadan.

Further, RAK Ceramics supported its basketball team to participate in the 
Filipino Club Basketball League– RAK 2013, where the team emerged as the 
champions of the league.
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Anti-corruption

RAK Ceramics is committed to never engage in any illicit behavior, which is well stated 
in the company’s policy that bans employees from misusing their jobs or positions to 
acquire illicit personal benefits such as bribes, extortions, frauds and conflicts of interest, 
employees are instructed to directly blow the whistle whenever such a behavior occur 
by informing the appropriate internal authorities.

Any misuse of position such as acquisition of gifts/gratuity or personal benefits from 
internal or external party, the persons involved in this act will be subjected to termination 
of employment or strict action taken against him/her . All RAK Ceramics’ operations run 
in a corrupt free system [G4-so3].

The company also conducts training programs for upper level management on regular 
basis to help them identify potential causes of corruption and provide a suitable way to 
deal with them before they grow to cause serious problems [G4-so4].

RAK Ceramics takes any complaint or allegation concerning any member of RAK 
Ceramics’ team member in a serious way and works continuously on developing and 
improving anti-corruption strategies to avoid having any corrupted person amongst the 
staff. once the allegations are verified the guilty parties are terminated permanently 
without notification and reported to the appropriate governmental authorities 
[G4-So5].

compliAnce [G4-so8]

RAK Ceramics use the services of internal and external auditors on regular basis to 
ensure that operations and activities are in compliance with local and international 
laws and standards. As a result, no legal actions for anti-competitive behavior, monopoly 
practices, anti-trust and noncompliance with laws and international standards were 
reported in the year 2013.

In addition, RAK Ceramics received a trophy of appreciation from Emirates Securities 
and Commodities Authority (ESCA) for having best corporate governance practices 
and transparency in all its operations and practices which speaks volumes for a public 
limited company.

Anti-competitiVe behAVior [G4-So7]

RAK Ceramics is proud to maintain a clean record in terms of corruption or anti-
competitive behavior, which is a result of a rigorous internal compliance system that 
ensures adherence to national and international standards of ethical practices. No legal 
actions for anti-competitive behavior, anti-trust, monopoly practices and non-compliance 
with laws and regulations were reported in 2013.
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proDuct responsibilitY 

As per RAK Ceramics Quality policy, the company upholds the principle that 
business sustainability depends on customer satisfactions and should perceive 
the current and future customer requirements, capable to meet customer 
demands and even surpass customer expectations. 

RAK Ceramics adheres to the best industry standards and international 
specifications throughout its product supply chain. The operations and products 
are endorsed by the relevant international authorities and certification bodies.

CUSToMER hEALTh & SAFETy

Customer health and safety is RAK Ceramics’ top priority. All operations are 
tightly regulated to minimize health and safety risks, wherever possible, at every 
stage of the customer journey. Customers’ specifications are strictly met and 
a product material safety data sheet is made  available with purchase of all 
products. This sheet recognizes environmental and social concerns, and meets 
international standards and practices. 

The company encourages customers to provide feedback and recommendations 
or complaints at RAK Ceramics’ outlets. The customer complaints are taken 
seriously and responded to as soon as possible with feasible  solutions.

customer sAtisfAction surVeY [G4-pR5]

A customer satisfaction survey was conducted in all RAK Ceramics’ showrooms across 
UAE in order to have feedback on the company’s products and services. Analysis was 
done on a sample size of 216 customers based on the questionnaires filled by them and 
observation made at the showrooms. The company was given rating on linkert scale (0-
5) on the basis of product, design, quality, sales person knowledge, showroom, customer 
service, price and brand perception.
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Customer Suggestion Box has been introduced in all RAK Ceramics’ showrooms 
across UAE, where the customers can provide their valuable feedback and 
recommendations by filling up Customer Feedback Form and can also make 
complaints if any. The online customers can fill up the feedback form through our 
website http://www.rakceramics.com/feedback.php and can also write to us on 
mktgservices@rakceram.com

rAk cerAmics customer hAnDlinG proceDure
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RAK CERAMICS AppRoACh To REpoRTING & CoMMUNICATIoNS

proDuct AnD serVice lAbelinG [G4-pr3]

RAK Ceramics is accredited by many international organizations for standardization in 
manufacturing process, proving that the product is safe to use and doesn’t have any 
potential of harming the user or the environment. Moreover, the enterprise works on 
satisfying other standards that are related to specific countries such as the amount of 
specific materials used in production that can cause radiations required by customers 
in China, a slip resistance specification in Germany and other specifications [G4-pR6]. 
The materials used in the production are 100% natural and are tested to ensure it 
does not absorb or emit any hazardous substances. [G4-pr1] 

RAK Ceramics takes into consideration all the necessary standards and regulations 
while applying product information and labeling considering the customer and the 
geographical destination of the product. There are no incidents recorded so far 
regarding non compliance with regulations and voluntary codes concerning product 
and service information and labeling [G4-pR4]. 

customer priVAcY 

RAK Ceramics believes that an organizations’ continued success depends on the 
use of its confidential information and its nondisclosure to third parties. Confidential 
information is any information that is not or not yet public information like trade 
secrets, business, marketing and service plans, consumer insights, engineering and 
manufacturing ideas, product recipes, designs, databases, records, salary information 
and any non-published financial or other data.

Unless required by law or authorized by RAK Ceramics, employees are not entitled 
to disclose confidential information of the company or allow such disclosure. This 
obligation continues beyond the termination of employment. Furthermore, employees 
use best efforts to avoid unintentional disclosure by applying special care when storing 
or transmitting confidential information.
RAK Ceramics does not tolerate any leniency regarding customer privacy and 
therefore, no incidents of loss of customer data or breaches were reported in 2013 
[G4-pr8]. 

mArketinG communicAtions 

RAK Ceramics has a longstanding commitment to have transparent communications 
with customers about its products and about itself. The marketing and corporate 
communication department rigorously adheres to laws, standards, and voluntary 
codes related to marketing communications including advertising, promotion and 
sponsorship. As a result, RAK Ceramics did not encounter any incident of non-
compliance during 2013 [G4-pR7].

DiGitAl mArketinG AnD pAper less cAmpAiGns

with changing technological trends, RAK Ceramics has quickly adapted to the concept 
of digital marketing and is slowly moving away from printed marketing material to digital 
marketing in its latest communication or promotional campaign. This has contributed 
in paperless promotional campaigns and contributes to an environmentally-friendly 
marketing which includes medium such as online promotions, mobile advertising, social 
media, tablet applications etc. to deliver sales and marketing messages to our customers.

The company’s newly launched RAK Smart design Application is an invaluable aid for 
interior design projects and can be used by both laymen and professionals alike to achieve 
perfect tile layout with photo realistic quality in real time. Available for download at App 
Store, the application acts as company’s online showroom showcasing its extensive 
product line on finger tips further saving time and money for the end user since 
professionally designed tile-layouts are possible without interior designing expenses and 
architects’ consultations. 
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SMARTER WAY TO SELECT TILES

-   Creates photo-realistic ambiences in seconds
-   An online showroom showcasing a variety of  
    product designs, colours and sizes available
-  6 levels of advanced customization
-  option to email and share your design selection
-  User friendly application

during the reporting year, RAK Ceramics continued to act as a change agent across its 
various communication platforms, not only by discussing its activities and operations, but 
also by raising awareness to its stakeholders about the importance of sustainability. These 
platforms included company’s corporate website, social media, half yearly newsletters, 
press releases, interviews and feature articles. Further, RAK Ceramics website has a 
separate section specially focusing on the company CSR and Sustainability initiatives. 
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RAK Ceramics has product specific videos designed especially for eco-friendly 
products that encourage, educates and inspire customers to purchase these 
products over other products. More over these product specific videos have 
competitive edge over other modes of online and print advertising as they not 
only help saving cost of advertising but have larger customer reach. 

proDuct specific ViDeos
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Further, the company has introduced e-mail signatures with a message “Save a tree. 
Please don’t print this e-mail unless you really need to” in order to educate and encourage 
the receipents of the email to save paper.

The usage of digital technology eases the lives of customers by making all product-
related information available at finger tips and making the process of purchase of RAK 
Ceramics products a convenient experience. 

RAK Ceramics Mobile web is the appropriate example of online marketing, specially 
designed for handheld and touch-screen interfaces particularly for any mobile device 
or a tablet computer, providing customers with instant information at their fingertips 
while browsing through the company’s eclectic range with over 8,000 design options.
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rAk cerAmics sociAl meDiA initiAtiVes

Recognizing the power of social media as a platform to communicate to its 
stakeholders around the world, RAK Ceramics significantly enhanced its presence 
in the world of social media. The company constantly updates its activities and 
operations on the most widely used forms of social media (Twitter, Facebook, 
LinkedIn and youtube).

RAK Ceramics also launched its CSR & Sustainability video during the reporting 
period, which was uploaded on all mediums of digital communication updating 
about the company’s CSR initiatives. This method of communication highlights the 
diversified manner in which RAK Ceramics communicates with its stakeholders.
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proDucts 

RAK Ceramics educates and encourages its customers to opt for eco-friendly 
products like Stone Art Collection, wood Art Collection, orion Collection, RAK 
Bathware etc over other products and contribute to the growing eco-friendly 
society. 

The company produces eco-friendly promotional posters highlighting the 
product’s eco-friendly features and how the purchase of such products helps save 
environment like for instance wood Art Collection poster says “why cut trees, 
when you have better alternative”; RAK Bathware poster has a message “Plays its 
role for a better environment & society”; Kludi RAK slogan says “stands for water 
saving” etc.

ART
COLLECTION
Gres Porcellanato

RAK Ceramics encourages the use of eco-friendly roll-up banners during the trade 
exhibitions, sponsorship events, showrooms etc., showcasing about the company’s 
sustainability efforts in order to inspire customers to save environment.
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RAK Ceramics MARCoM dept has introduced recyclable carry bags for distribution of 
marketing collaterals and company catalogues to clients. The carry bags have a subtle 
message “RAK Ceramics contributes to a greener environment”.
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COMPlIANCE

All RAK Ceramics’ products go through different types of tests and experiments 
to ensure that the product is safe to use right from production till the customer 
receives the final product and utilizes it. RAK Ceramics’ production process is in 
compliance with ISo 13006:2012 that enforces the claim that the product is safe.

RAK Ceramics strictly conducts its sales and marketing activities as per laws and 
regulations of local government bodies concerning the provision and use of products 
and services. 

The company is accredited by many well-respected organizations in the ceramics 
manufacturing field and the company did not encounter any incident of non-
compliance with regulations and therefore, has not paid any significant fines for non-
compliance with laws and regulations concerning the provision and use of products 
and services [G4-pr 2, pr 9].

- Saves 33% in water consumption using the latest flush 
  system in Bathware models.

- Compact elegant designs ensures space-saving in bathrooms 
   by 20-40% depending on bathware models.

- Utilizes recycled natural raw materials to help in conserving 
   natural resources. 

- Adopts Clean Development Mechanism projects to reduce 
  carbon emission during manufacturing process.

- Each consumer-friendly bathware piece is : 
  - Highly hygienic
  - Stain and rust proof
  - Resistant of acids and alkalis
  - Maintenance-free

- Special bathware designs are produced exclusively 
  keeping the needs of disabled society.

PLAYS ITS ROLE FOR A BETTER
ENVIRONMENT AND SOCIETY

RAK BATHWARERAK BATHWARERAK Ceramics takes the additional responsibility of educating its customers on 
products, durability, health and safety association in application and performance. 
Since production of ceramic tiles is based on availability of natural raw materials, 
it is a foregone conclusion that there will be colour shade variations. 

Therefore, a set of marketing principles have been adopted that apply to marketing 
and sales messages directed to consumers across all marketing collaterals such 
as “shade variation across the batches is inherent to the manufacturing process 
and the pre-laying colour comparison is recommended” or ‘‘colours shown here are 
as close to actual sanitaryware as printing process will allow’’ is mentioned on all 
product catalogues and related documents so that the customers are aware that 
there could be slight colour variations when they purchase similar products in 
two different production cycles.

trAnspArent mArketinG communicAtion
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csr AwArDs AnD recoGnitions

iDeAl firm AwArD - 2013

RAK Ceramics received the recognition of “Ideal Firm” by UAE Ministry of 
Interiors for undertaking the best quality management systems in the Middle 
East and providing employees with the ideal working environment– starting 
from high-quality office building specifications with complete health and safety 
measures in the company premises. 

ASIA’S MoST pRoMISING BRANd & INdUSTRy No.1 2013

RAK Ceramics received Asia’s Most promising Brand and Industry No.1 for its 
strong brand image amongst customers and it’s positioning in media covering 
topics of quality products, industry leadership, innovation, branding, sustainability 
and CSR.

mArket leADership 2013

RAK Ceramics received “Market Leadership” at Asian Leadership Awards 2013 
for its technology, innovation, trend-setting products, superior quality service and 
sustainable operations for more than two decades making it a market leader.

In the year 2010, RAK Ceramics was also awarded the Best in Managing health 
at work Award at Asian Leadership Awards for its strong efforts to offer quality 
healthcare services to its employees.

GolDen AwArD 2013

RAK Ceramics received Golden prize for its corporate website under Industrial 
category at 7th UAE Excellence Awards, for concept, creativity, navigation, content, 
aesthetics and interactivity. The website offers a wealth of information about eco-
friendly products alongside helps in reduction of carbon emissions that arise 
while printing promotional material as well as reduction in paper consumption. 
Further, the website is so customer friendly as all the product-related information 
is available at finger tips and making the process of purchase of RAK Ceramics 
products a convenient experience.
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BRANd ExCELLENCE IN REAL ESTATE & CoNSTRUCTIoN ANd  CSR 
best prActice AwArD 2013

RAK Ceramics received Brand Excellence in Real Estate & Construction sector for 
its consistent efforts to introduce path breaking innovative eco-friendly product 
ranges catering to different market segments in the construction industry while 
the CSR Best practices Award for the company’s consistent efforts to introduce 
eco-friendly products and running operations in a sustainable manner.

floorscore certificAtion

SCS Global Services (USA) certified RAK Ceramics floor tiles under FloorScore 
certification program in compliance with rigorous air quality emissions requirements 
which proves that RAK Ceramics manufactures environmentally friendly products and 
meets all the international standard requirements for indoor air quality certification.

enVironmentAl performAnce certificAtion

RAK Ceramics received Environmental performance Certificate from UAE 
Ministry of Environment and water for its outstanding efforts in contributing to 
a sustainable environment in 2013.

best enVironment prActice 
AwArD AnD certificAtion

RAK Ceramics received certifications 
for “Best Environmental practices in 
Ras Al Khaimah-2013” and “Applying 
all the Environmental Systems for a 
healthy Environmental Management 
and Ideal Usage of Raw Materials” from 
Environmental protection & development 
Authority (EpdA) for its outstanding 
efforts towards green manufacturing and 
sustainable building.

wAste recYclinG certificAtion 

RAK Ceramics received a certification of appreciation from Emirates Environmental 
Group (EEG) for its active participation in various waste recycling campaigns during 
the year 2013.
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G4 - 1

G4 - 2

GENERAl STANdARd dISClOSURES

9

9

STRATEGY ANd ANAlYSIS

IdENTIFIEd MATERIAl ASPECTS & 
BOUNdARIES

G4 - 17

G4 - 3

G4 - 18

G4 - 4

G4 - 19

G4 - 5

G4 - 20

G4 - 6

G4 - 21

G4 - 7

G4 - 22

G4 - 8

G4 - 23

5

11

11

11

11

11

20 - 21

5

5

6

5

6

5

ORGANIzATIONAl PROFIlE

G4 - 9

G4 - 10

G4 - 11

G4 - 12

G4 - 13

11

60

N/A None as collective bargaining agreements are not permitted 
in UAE under Federal law

Not Externally Assured 

Not Externally Assured 

Not Externally Assured 

Not Externally Assured 

Not Externally Assured 

Not Externally Assured 

Not Externally Assured 
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16 - 17

G4 - 14

G4 -15

G4 - 16

11
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11
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G4 - 36

G4 - 43

G4 - 30

G4 - 27

G4 - 37

G4 - 44

G4 - 31

G4 - 38

G4 - 45

G4 - 32

G4 - 39

G4 - 46

G4 - 33

G4 - 40

GENERAl STANdARd dISClOSURES

6

27

29,30

5

5

5

5

5

5

6

29

30

6
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28,29

6

28
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30
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29,30

STAKEHOldER ENGAGEMENT

REPORT PROFIlE
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GENERAl STANdARd dISClOSURES

29

30

G4 - 56
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G4 - 58

31

30

29,30

ETHICS ANd INTEGRITY

G4 - 49

G4 - 50

G4 - 51

G4 - 52

G4 - 53

30

- No data available at the moment
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G4 - 55
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SPECIFIC STANdARd dISClOSURES
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3737
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ECONOMIC

ENVIRONMENTAl

EN - 1

EN - 8

EN - 2

EN - 9
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EN - 5

EN - 12

EN - 6

EN - 13

EN - 14

EN - 7

40

43

40

43

40 - 41 40

43
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44 44

40 - 41 N/A Cant be computed with the available consumption report 
at present
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EN - 15
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SOCIAL : LABOUR PRACTICES AND 
dECENT WORK 
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60

60-62

60-62

60-62
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62-63 N/A
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Not allowed in UAE under Federal law
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60

69

N/A
The company does not have any recorded data at the 
moment to calculate the percentage of new suppliers that 
were screened during the reporting year
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67,67
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No data available at the moment
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75

N/A

75

71-75, 44

76-77, 80

71-75, 44

76-77, 80

75

76-77

75

76-77

75

76-77
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18

44

75
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PR - 2

SO - 10

PR - 3

SO - 11

PR - 4

PR - 1

PR - 5

PR - 6

80

77

77

77

76

77

18

NIl The company is still undergoing to implement 
social greviance mechanism 
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